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Letter from the Editors
After almost a year of working on
launching Afkar, we are proud to present
our inaugural issue for Fall 2019. Below,
you will find four articles that are all based
on undergraduate research. Covering topics
such as terrorism, governance, revolt, and
development, these articles were chosen for
the coherency of their argument, the quality
of writing, and the originality of their
research. With them, we hope to set a
precedent for future issues and pave the
way for increased publishing opportunities
for undergraduate students working in the
field of Middle East studies.
When we started conceptualizing
Afkar last year, the goal was to encourage
undergraduates to undertake primary
research on the Middle East and North
Africa and contribute to the growing body
of literature in Middle East studies. During
the initial meetings of the editorial board,
we frequently discussed the lack of
institutional support for undergraduate
research and publication. As part of our
undergraduate studies, many of us had been
taught to read critically and write clearly.
Few, however, had experienced their
education as research-oriented; often times,
written assignments were limited to
analyses or syntheses of secondary sources.
Although primary source analysis is
arguably the most important skill for any
academic, our collective sense was that
archival research, fieldwork, and other
forms of primary data collection are rarely
emphasized. Moreover, when this work is
carried out—as in the case of honor’s
theses, for example—it is rarely taken
seriously, with few to no existing
publications that will feature undergraduate
writing.
Much seems to indicate that support
for undergraduate research is a particular
issue in Middle East studies. While many
other disciplines offer a range of
undergraduate conferences, publications,
and other institutional structures that
support and push students to learn and

practice research, students in Middle East
studies have few venues to build networks,
workshop papers, and publish their writing.
Initiatives such as the Middle East Studies
Association
(MESA)
Undergraduate
Research Workshop and the formerly
annual conference by the Georgetown
University-Qatar Middle Eastern Studies
Student Association (MESSA) are
exceptions that prove the rule. Notably,
opportunities for undergraduates are even
more limited for students based in the
Middle East region.
Following our review of thirty-five
submissions for the inaugural issue, it is
clear that undergraduate students in Middle
East studies do show a keen interest in
carrying out original research. From
economics to anthropology, many try to use
their undergraduate education to develop
research skills and make original
contributions to their field of studies.
Nevertheless, the extent to which one is
able to do so is largely dependent on
institutional support. For many authors who
submitted manuscripts for review, financial
limitations and institutional restrictions on
research had presented serious obstacles
and sometimes meant that the quality of
work was significantly impacted. For
others, arguments and analyses could have
been strengthened by fieldwork or access to
archival data.
More support is necessary for
undergraduate research in Middle East
studies both in terms of conferences and
workshops and grants and fellowships.
While Afkar is primarily focused on
tackling the issue of limited publishing
opportunities, the journal also aims to
support undergraduate research more
broadly. In the future, we are aiming to
publish a database on scholarships, grants,
and other opportunities available to
undergraduate students in Middle East
studies. This would particularly help those
who are based at universities that lack
internal support systems for undergraduate
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research. Moreover, we also aim to build a
stronger network for students in Middle
East studies and facilitate scholarly debate,
discussion, and exchange between different
universities and centers of study. Indeed,
one of the most rewarding experiences of
working on this project for the past year has
been connecting students from all around
the world to learn from each other about the
challenges and opportunities that exist in
different undergraduate programs.
Afkar will also allow undergraduate
students in Middle East studies to
familiarize themselves with the academic
publishing process early on in their
academic career. For many members of our
editorial board, working on this issue was
the first time conducting editorial work in
an academic context, and the project has
allowed all of us to learn more about the
various steps involved in academic
publishing, from review to copy-editing.
We hope that this was also the case for
those of you who submitted manuscripts to
this issue, and will be for those who submit
in the future. As a journal, we strive to not
just give students an opportunity for
publishing manuscripts, but also to receive
feedback on academic writing and
familiarize themselves with the process of
academic publishing more broadly.
In line with our belief that
knowledge production in Middle East
studies tends to center scholarship
produced in Europe and North America,
Afkar has sought to work closely with
universities and academics in the Middle
East and North Africa to promote the
inclusion of local research and facilitate
growing scholarly networks in the region.
More than two-thirds of our editorial board
is comprised of students attending
universities in the Middle East, and most
members of our advisory board are either
based in the region or alumni from regional
universities. As our capacity continues to
grow our goal is to further increase our
support of local research, including by
accepting non-English submissions.

In many ways, the first year of Afkar
has been marked by a series of challenges.
In preparing to launch our first issue we
struggled with everything from the logistics
of soliciting papers to transliteration and
copy-editing. One of the main questions we
have had to face is the nature of
undergraduate research. What characterizes
this type of research? What standards
should it be held to? How can we best
provide
appropriate
feedback
for
undergraduate submissions? These are all
questions that we will continue to think of
in the upcoming years, as we hope to
develop a more refined strategy for
reviewing, editing, and publishing
undergraduate work.
Outweighing this year’s challenges,
however, was the enthusiasm, motivation,
and hard work that went into creating Afkar.
Indeed, this journal is first and foremost a
testimony to the existence of a strong will
amongst both students and faculty to
develop new platforms for undergraduate
research and increase the available support
for students in Middle East studies. Thus,
before inviting you to explore the inaugural
issue we would like to thank everyone
involved in this project—including editors,
advisors, and contributing authors—for the
countless hours you have put into this
project over the past months. If it were not
for you, this issue would not have been
possible.
Volume one of Afkar marks the
beginning of what we hope will be a highquality publication for undergraduate
research in Middle East studies. We are
already planning for the second issue,
thrilled to see what will come out of this
project in the future. But for now, we hope
you enjoy the writing of our four inaugural
authors: Michael Keen, Callum Printsmith,
Haya Chemaitilly, and Pietro Menghini.

Alexander C. Burlin
Mostafa Khaled El Sadek
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Terror in the Inner Niger Delta: Jihadism, Ethnic Conflict, and Virtuous
Violence in Central Mali
MICHAEL KEEN, Emory University

Abstract
In 2015, jihadist fighters affiliated with groups originating in northern Mali began to assert
themselves in central Mali’s Mopti Region and have since carried out many armed attacks not
just against the Malian state, but also against ethnic militias and civilians. This article explores
how jihadist groups became new actors in preexisting conflicts over economic and political
relations between different ethnic groups and state actors in central Mali. I argue that traditional
theories of both terrorism and ethnic conflict are by themselves incapable of explaining the
ongoing system of violence in Mopti Region. The events following 2015 are better understood
in the context of the communal sharing and authority ranking relational models of virtuous
violence theory. By highlighting the social consequences of violence, this theory can also be
applied towards resolving the interlocking conflicts in Mopti Region. Finally, I discuss how
the factors behind the success of jihadist groups in central Mali relate to those present in other
conflict zones across Africa. Based on this comparison, I argue that the conflict in Mopti
Region risks becoming a blueprint for jihadism and terrorism that is highly transferable to other
conflict zones in the coming years.
Keywords: Mali; Katibat Macina; Dan Na Ambassagou; jihadism; terrorism; virtuous violence
theory; ethnic conflict

Michael Keen is currently a Robert T. Jones Fellow at the University of St. Andrews studying in the Department
of International Relations. He earned a dual bachelor’s degree in Middle Eastern and South Asian studies and
Arabic studies from Emory University in 2019. His upcoming book Azawad’s Facebook Warriors: The MNLA,
Social Media, and the Malian Civil War, 2012-2015 (New York: Peter Lang Publishers, 2020) examines the social
media discourse of members and officials of the Tuareg-led separatist movement that staged an armed uprising
against the Malian state in 2012.
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On January 8 and 16, 2015, unidentified
armed men attacked Malian military outposts
and the village of Dioura near Ténenkou in
the southwestern part of central Mali’s Mopti
Region, killing a dozen soldiers. Media
reports claimed that witnesses heard the
attackers chanting “God is great” and “there
is no god but God” in Arabic.1 More
specifically, press accounts soon linked the
attacks with a purported jihadist group called
the Macina Liberation Front,2 ostensibly
under the control of Hamadoun Kouffa.3
Kouffa was a preacher turned jihadist who
had led the assault by jihadist groups against
the city of Konna in Mopti Region in January
2013 during the Malian civil war. On July 18,
2015, a few months after the Dioura attacks,
armed men from the pastoralist Peul
community attacked the village of Mondoro
more than 200 miles to the southeast. The
village was inhabited by Dogon, an ethnic
group whose members primarily cultivate
land, and the attacks resulted in the death of
six people.4 Although the events of January
and July initially appeared to be unrelated—
local officials dismissed the Mondoro attack
as merely an “inevitable” confrontation
between herders and farmers5—the violent
jihadist campaign against the Malian state
and cycles of intercommunal violence
between herders and farmers have expanded
and merged into a single system of violence
in Mopti Region, and the death toll from
these interlocking conflicts has grown to far
outstrip that of the better-known conflict in
northern Mali.
This article examines how jihadist
groups became new actors in preexisting
conflicts over economic and political
relations between different ethnic groups and
state actors in central Mali, all overlaid on a
backdrop of ecological stresses induced by
changes in rainfall patterns straining old
norms of communal resource access and
management. I argue that traditional theories
of both terrorism and ethnic conflict are by
themselves incapable of explaining the
ongoing system of violence in Mopti Region.
The events following 2015 are better
understood in the context of the communal

sharing and authority ranking relational
models of virtuous violence theory. By
highlighting the social consequences of
violence, this theory can also be applied
towards resolving the interlocking conflicts
in Mopti Region. Finally, I discuss how the
factors behind the success of jihadist groups
in central Mali relate to those present in other
conflict zones across Africa. Based on this
comparison, I argue that the conflict in Mopti
Region risks becoming a blueprint for
jihadism and terrorism that is highly
transferable to other conflict zones in the
coming years.
The Inner Niger Delta: Geography,
People, and History
Central Mali’s peoples and history have been
shaped by the unique geography of the area.
The Niger River—which flows roughly
southwest to northeast from its sources in the
highlands of Guinea—dramatically turns in
northeastern Mali, from there flowing
roughly northwest to southeast until it
empties into the Gulf of Guinea from Nigeria
(see figure 1 below). Just south of this “Great
Bend,” in central Mali, the river forms what
is dubbed the “Inner Niger Delta”—hundreds
of kilometers of alluvial floodplains,
wetlands, and marshes. The level of the
Niger River rises and falls each year in
accordance with the rainy and dry seasons.
The annual flooding of the wetlands means
that the Inner Niger Delta is remarkably
fertile and can support a great deal of
production of both crops and of animals. In
2012, Mopti Region—the administrative
division of Mali into which most of the Inner
Delta falls—accounted for 40% of Mali’s rice
production and 20% of its millet and
sorghum production. 6 It was also the
country’s leading region for livestock
raising, despite comprising only 6% of
Mali’s land area. Due to the major seasonal
changes in the river’s water levels, the same
land can be used or transited by both
agriculturalists and herders at different times
of the year. Typically, herders pasture their
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FIGURE 1.

Map showing the location of Mopti Region in relation to the Niger River.7 Note: The
borders for Mopti Region are approximations, and only for illustrative purposes.

animals on pastures outside the flood zone
during the rainy season, but during the dry
season they lead their herds to pastures
within the flood zone, where their animals
graze on a nutritious plant that grows
underwater when the area is flooded during
the rainy season. Access to these pastures and
the right to move herds across the land to
reach them is regulated not just by the laws
of the Malian state but also by a set of
customary laws dating back to the nineteenth
century.8
Central Mali is populated by a large
number of ethnicities. Members of ethnic
groups are often identified with certain
occupations; for example, Peuls (also
referred to as Fulbe or Fulani) are known as
pastoralists, Bozos are fishermen, and
Songhai and Dogon are farmers.9 In practice,
things are not quite so simple, and members
of any given group may practice many
different forms of economic activity.
Nevertheless, the identification of ethnic
groups with occupations is widespread and
means that economic conflicts are sometimes

framed in ethnic terms, as will be discussed
below. Today, the majority of the Inner Niger
Delta’s people are Sunni Muslims, and,
despite the formally secular nature of the
modern Malian state, Islam is an important
component of the identity of most residents
of the Inner Delta.10 However, Islam is more
important to some groups than others.
Different communities converted to Islam at
different points, and the region as a whole
embraced Islam significantly later than other
areas of West Africa.11 For example, Peuls in
central Mali place the introduction of Islam
to their community at the end of the
seventeenth century, but some Peuls, as well
as members of other ethnic groups such as
the Bambara, remained non-Muslim for
centuries longer.12 Even in the present, many
members of certain ethnic groups, such as the
Dogon—the single most numerous group in
central Mali—are non-Muslim, holding on to
traditional beliefs.
In the early nineteenth century, after
centuries of fragmented political authority,
the Inner Niger Delta was unified by Seku
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Amadu, a charismatic Peul Muslim religious
leader with links to Sufi orders and the
Sokoto Caliphate of northwestern Nigeria.
Seku Amadu’s new state became known as
the Macina Empire, and its ruling elite was
dominated by Peuls. Under the Macina
Empire, Islam thoroughly penetrated Peul
society. The empire’s bureaucracy consisted
entirely of ʿulamaʾ—Islamic clergy—and
Islam guided the state’s ideology; for
example, the empire’s administration, called
the Diina, sponsored Qurʾanic schools and
traveling preachers to spread Islam to the
common people.13 In addition to firmly
entrenching Islam amongst the inhabitants of
the Inner Delta—especially among Peuls—
the Macina Empire formalized and codified
customs to manage resource access.
Territories for rice cultivation and pasturing
were defined, fishing rights were allocated,
and regulations were set down to clarify who
could access which pastures when, and via
which routes. For example, specific Peul
clans were granted the right to graze their
cattle on delineated seasonal pastures and to
charge access fees to those wishing to transit
the land.14
Since Mali gained independence in
1960, the Malian state has persistently sought
to restructure the traditional systems of
resource access and play a larger role in
regulating land use and arbitrating disputes,
with mixed success.15 State-sponsored
interventions, especially in the form of land
ownership reforms, have consistently
favored cultivated agriculture and those who
practice it—mainly Bambara, Songhai, and
Dogon—over pastoralism and pastoralists.16
Decade by decade, the state has clawed for
itself an ever-larger role as an arbiter in
conflicts over land use at the expense of
traditional authorities.17 Despite these
efforts, the Malian state does not have a
major on-the-ground presence in rural areas
of the Inner Delta, and the provision of
services such as infrastructure, health care,
and education is nonexistent in many areas.
A lack of state presence, especially in terms
of rural access to the central justice system,
means that the state has not been able to

eradicate customary systems regulating
resource access. By many rural residents of
central Mali the state is seen as distant,
abstract, and—due to the corruption and
overbearing attitude of state officials
deployed to the area—predatory and
threatening.18 At the same time, the state’s
expansion has undermined traditional
authorities, and, as a result, most non-state
systems are not fully functional. Many
traditional leaders of ethnic communities
have also moved to towns and cities in the
region, leading members of their
communities in rural areas, especially the
youth, to question their authority, thus
further weakening traditional systems.19 As a
result, state authority and traditional customs
maintain an uneasy coexistence in central
Mali.
In addition to political pressures, the
systems regulating resource access in central
Mali have increasingly been stressed by
environmental factors. In one way, these
systems have always been subject to changes
in the environment. During years in which
the Niger River’s flood has been small—such
as during the droughts of the 1970s and
1980s—herders have sought to move their
animals to formerly submerged pastures
earlier in the year in order to arrive before
other herders. This has led to conflict both
between different groups of herders and
between herders and farmers, as earlier
transit of animals over cultivated land is
more likely to interfere with the harvest and
damage crops.20 Over the last few years,
however, climate change has led to drastic
changes in rainfall patterns in the region,
severely impacting traditional systems of
resource access. According to a local
climatologist, some parts of Mopti Region
today receive only half as much rain as they
did during the 1960s, putting enormous
pressures on the livelihoods of many local
people and groups.21 In particular, drought
reduces soil productivity, leading cultivators
to attempt to make up the deficit by
expanding onto new land—including land
formerly used as pasture—again leading to
farmer-herder conflicts.22 Especially since
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2015, conflict has broken out over access to
water and land, and, due to the identification
of ethnic groups in the area with an economic
occupation, this conflict has been cast in
ethnic terms.23
Violence in Mopti Region: Origins and
Actors
The MNLA, Ansar al-Din, and MUJAO
The current violence in central Mali has its
immediate roots in the Malian civil war,
which formally lasted from 2012 to 2015.
The war began in January 2012 with a
rebellion in Mali’s three northern regions
(Timbuktu, Gao, and Kidal)24 led by the
National Movement for the Liberation of
Azawad (MNLA), a secular, mainly Tuareg25
group seeking the independence of northern
Mali. The MNLA was joined in its rebellion
by Ansar al-Din (“Partisans of Religion”), a
group with an Islamist ideology and possible
links to al-Qaʿida in the Islamic Maghreb
(AQIM).26 By April 2012, the two had
defeated the Malian military in the north, and
the MNLA declared the independence of
northern Mali as Azawad.27 In June 2012,
however, the MNLA and Ansar al-Din had a
major falling out over the formal role of
Islam in Azawad, and fighting erupted
between them. Following the separation
from the MNLA, Ansar al-Din became more
explicitly committed to an AQIM-inspired
jihadist ideology and the implementation of
AQIM’s interpretation of Islamic law in the
territories under its control. As part of this
process, Ansar al-Din was also joined by new
jihadist groups, most notably the Movement
for Jihad and Tawhid in West Africa
(MUJAO).28 Together, these jihadist groups
decisively defeated the MNLA and seized
military control of most of the north.
The civil war, however, was not just
contained to the North but spread into central
Mali as well. In 2012, the MNLA had
occupied the northern part of Mopti Region
before being replaced by the Ansar al-DinMUJAO alliance. Most of northern Mali and
part of Mopti Region remained under jihadist

control throughout the remainder of 2012 as
the Malian government was occupied by an
ongoing military coup and the international
community dithered about mounting a
response. Initially, neither the MNLA nor the
Ansar al-Din-MUJAO alliance succeeded in
establishing a presence outside the main
towns of the northern Mopti Region, despite
attempting to recruit locals into their ranks.29
In January 2013, however, the alliance
attacked the city of Konna in Mopti Region,
breaking through the Malian army’s front
lines and threatening to push further south,
possibly even to the capital, Bamako. Faced
with the prospect of AQIM-linked groups
seizing control over all of Mali, France
intervened militarily with Operation Serval,
which swiftly repelled the jihadists and
pushed the war back into the north.
Although the period of war in central
Mali was relatively brief, it would have a
significant impact on the region in the
subsequent years. As previously discussed,
the Malian state presence in central Mali was
always tenuous at best, especially in rural
regions. The fighting in 2012 and 2013
caused many government officials to flee
their posts for the relative safety of the city
of Mopti or areas further south, and many of
them have neither returned nor been
replaced.30 The loss of these officials has
crippled state presence in much of Mopti
Region, and unsurprisingly left the state even
less capable of mediating conflicts over
resource access in central Mali. At the same
time, as discussed above, the state’s
historical expansion into the area had come
at the expense of local systems of
governance, and it was not always possible
to simply fall back on traditional systems
when state officials left in 2012-2013. Thus,
by the end of 2013, a critical power vacuum
had emerged in much of rural central Mali.
Katibat Macina, JNIM, and Dan Na
Ambassagou
While central Mali saw a period of low
violence following the French intervention in
January 2013, the power vacuum created by
the withdrawal of the state during the civil
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war was eventually taken advantage of by
newly formed local jihadist groups. In
January 2015, these groups—whose
identities were initially somewhat unclear—
mounted their first attacks against Malian
soldiers in central Mali. Many more attacks
soon followed targeting not just Malian
security forces but also other state officials,
state institutions (such as schools), and local
community leaders who opposed the
jihadists. The Malian press quickly labeled
Hamadoun Kouffa, a locally known Peul
preacher with alleged ties to the leadership of
Ansar al-Din, as the leader of the jihadists.31
While the media portrayed these jihadists as
operating under a new group called the
Macina Liberation Front (MLF), the nature
of this organization was, and has remained,
extremely unclear (no evidence existed of a
political or military command structure, and
the group never claimed responsibility for
local attacks or produced videos or other
media content).32 Instead, in May 2016, an
official communication appeared by a group
which referred to itself not as the MLF but as
Katibat Macina, again led by Hamadoun
Kouffa. The group claimed to be part of
Ansar al-Din.33 In March 2017, Kouffa
himself appeared in a video announcing the
creation of a new jihadist umbrella group in
Mali, Jamaʿat Nusrat al-Islam wa-lMuslimin (JNIM; “The Group for the
Support of Islam and Muslims”), which
subsequently pledged allegiance to alQaʿida’s central command and was officially
recognized as al-Qaʿida’s Malian affiliate.
While Katibat Macina, along with
several groups operating primarily in
northern Mali, is supposedly an official part
of JNIM, little suggests that the group has
been formally integrated into either alQaʿida’s or JNIM’s command structure.34
Aside from the extent to which Katibat
Macina is centrally controlled and integrated
vertically into JNIM and al-Qaʿida, certain
characteristics of the group are known. As
the name suggests, the group is dominated by
Peuls, most of whom have been recruited
from rural areas of Mopti Region and had
low social standing. Much of the group’s

rhetoric is built around the need to “return”
to the era of the Macina Empire, and Kouffa
has frequently praised the Macina system,
framing it as a golden age for local Peuls
characterized by a just system of resource
access.35 Indeed, the group is highly critical
of the status quo in central Mali, which they
perceive as disadvantaging most Peuls. It
heavily criticizes the Malian state and its ally
France for imposing foreign norms and
morals on the Muslims of the Inner Delta. In
this context, it also attempts to provide basic
services—including a justice and education
system—in many areas of the rural Mopti
Region where the state has no presence or has
been driven out by Katibat Macina’s
attacks.36 Moreover, the group is also critical
of parts of the Peul community. For one, it
rhetorically attacks Peul elites for having
sold out their people and frames itself as a
means for people to liberate themselves from
unjust social hierarchies.37
As fighting between Katibat Macina
and Malian security forces continued through
2015 and 2016, a third set of violent actors
soon entered the scene: non-Islamic ethnic
militias. Many of these ethnic militias
emerged from the primarily agricultural
Dogon community, which, while not an
absolute majority, is the largest single ethnic
community in Mopti Region. While some of
the Dogon are Muslim, most have
maintained traditional beliefs, and these
groups did not frame themselves as
“jihadists” or “Islamic fighters.” Instead,
most Dogon self-defense groups were
initially formed by Dozos—traditional
Dogon hunting societies38—as anti-jihadist
responses to localized conflict eruptions.
With time these groups got more organized,
and in late 2016, a number of them merged
to form a new group, named Dan Na
Ambassagou (“Hunters Who Trust in
God”).39 Dan Na Ambassagou reportedly has
a military-style command structure with
ranks and units and commands hundreds of
fighters throughout Dogon areas.40 With
Dogon militias entering the political and
military arena, violence in Mopti Region
became more explicitly embedded in ethnic
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tensions. Because, as mentioned above, most
jihadists are recruited from the Peul
community, the anti-jihadist stance of Dan
Na Ambassagou and its likes has often been
cast in ethnic terms, as Dogons versus Peuls.
Nevertheless, ethnic tensions do not just arise
due to the Peul involvement in jihadist
movements. In addition to maintaining
security and defending their communities
from jihadist attacks, Dan Na Ambassagou
and other Dogon militias have also been
motivated by economic concerns, responding
to increasing tensions regarding resource
access, especially in terms of land usage. In
this context, they have framed their
operations in terms of mobilizing
agriculturalists against pastoralists and have
mainly targeted Peul villages and civilians.
While similar forms of economic and ethnic
motives for violence in central Mali can be
traced to the 1980s,41 earlier instances of
fighting took place at far lower levels.
Following the Malian civil war, the rise of
jihadist movements, and the growing impact
of climate change on resource access, the
spread and intensity of ethnic violence have
escalated drastically.
The relationship between the Dogon
militias and the Malian state is somewhat
more complex. Malian government leaders
have consistently called for the dissolution
and disarmament of the Dogon militias,
especially after the latter was found to have
committed atrocities against civilians. In
March 2019, Dan Na Ambassagou was
formally banned after it was accused of
killing more than 125 Peul civilians in the
village of Ogossagou.42 Prior to the
Ogossagou massacre—which raised such
national and international furor that it led to
the resignation of the government of Malian
prime minister Soumeylou Boubèye
Maïga—the Dogon militias, and especially
Dan Na Ambassagou, had clashed with
Malian security forces in several instances
over the course of 2018, albeit with far fewer
casualties. Nevertheless, despite its official
stance against Dan Na Ambassagou, the
government has yet to take serious action
against the group.43 In fact, strong evidence

exists of links between the Malian military
and the Dogon militias, and many civilians in
Mopti Region have accused the state of
providing military weapons to the Dogon
militias.44 At a minimum, elements within
the Malian military see the Dogon militias as
useful in securing areas of central Mali where
the state has no presence (despite the Dogon
militias’ less-than-stellar record in actually
fighting jihadists). The leader of Dan Na
Ambassagou has even publicly stated his
men have worked alongside the Malian
military in just such a role.45 However, the
formal policy of the Malian government
remains the disarmament and demobilization
of the Dogon militias, and the two sets of
actors have different goals. In this way,
Katibat Macina, Dogon militias, and Malian
security forces are all actors in a single
mutually reinforcing system of violence in
central Mali, in which each group has fought
with the other two.46
Applying Theories of Terrorism and
Ethnic Conflict to Central Mali
In international media and scholarship,
violence in the central Mali region has often
been framed as either “terrorism” or “ethnic
conflict.” There are many reasons why this
terminology is appropriate. Although there is
no universally accepted definition of
terrorism, many common definitions
understand terrorism as violence intended to
intimidate or coerce civilian populations.47
When this definition is applied, all three sets
of violent actors in central Mali can be said
to have engaged in terrorism. Indeed, the
brunt of the fighting in Mopti Region has
been borne by civilians, and civilian deaths
in Mopti Region have come to far outstrip
casualties from fighting in other areas of the
country.48 This reality is a shared
responsibility, and members of each of the
three main sets of actors involved in the
conflict have been accused by international
rights groups of committing war crimes and
crimes against humanity.49 Similarly, there is
certainly an ethnic component to this
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violence, evident in the rhetoric of both
Katibat Macina and the Dogon militias.
Nevertheless, violence in Mopti Region is
more complex than this. Due to the belief on
the part of Dogon militias and state security
forces that Peuls automatically support
jihadist groups and the identification of
ethnic groups with economic occupations, it
is no longer possible to effectively separate
violence
motivated
by
differing
interpretations of Islam (i.e. jihadism),
violence motivated by ethnicity, and
violence motivated by competition for
resources. In this context, traditional theories
of terrorism and ethnic violence have largely
been unable to completely explain events in
Mopti Region.
In the case of terrorism, most
established theories seek to explain terrorist
violence in one of two ways. First, some
theories paint terrorism as a product of
underlying psychological conditions. As
Walter Laqueur, a proponent of the
psychological conditions model, wrote, “all
terrorists… suffer from some form of
delusion
and
persecution
mania.”50
Alternatively, other theories frame terrorism
as a strategic choice, a tool in the service of
political goals. Shibley Telhami, one
advocate for the strategic choice model,
argues that terrorists are not psychologically
abnormal but that groups adopt terrorism “as
a method to serve their ends,” ends that are
typically political in nature.51 Nevertheless,
both of these paradigms run into problems
when applied to the context of central Mali.
One such problem arises in analyzing Katibat
Macina and similar jihadist groups. While
little empirical data on individual members
of jihadist groups in central Mali exist, the
extant data—mainly consisting of interviews
conducted by NGO researchers with youths
formerly involved with jihadist groups, some
of whom were in government custody at the
time of the interview—does not indicate any
sort
of
systematic
psychological
abnormalities or predilections on the part of
central Malian jihadist recruits.52 It is
similarly difficult to ascribe Katibat Macina
fighters’ use of terrorist strategies in central

Mali to clear-cut political goals. First, it is
uncertain whether or not Katibat Macina
actually exists as a unified group rather than
a loose collection of fighters, as there is no
evidence of a clear military or political
command structure.53 Second, even
assuming Katibat Macina is a unified group
and is responsible for most or all attacks in
Mopti Region attributed to jihadists, the
group does not publicly claim responsibility
for its attacks, nor does it release videos or
other media, undermining the idea that it
seeks to leverage its attacks for political
goals.54 Third, and most importantly, when
former members of central Malian jihadist
groups—including those who left voluntarily
and those who were captured by security
forces—were interviewed by a team of
Malian and European researchers working
for an NGO, they overwhelmingly claimed
that they joined these groups primarily to
protect themselves and their families and
secondarily to increase their social standing
in their communities.55 While Katibat
Macina’s purportedly has an overarching
political goal, namely the establishment of an
Islamic state in Mali and the application of
the group’s interpretation of Islamic law in
daily life, this does not appear to have
influenced recruits.56 Thus, in the case of
Katibat Macina, the strategic choice
approach must be complemented by a more
expansive theory.
Similarly, neither the psychological
conditions model nor the strategic choice
approach can comprehensively account for
terrorist acts committed by fighters from the
Malian state and the Dogon militias. First,
the high number of participants makes it
unlikely that perpetrators of terrorist actions
from either of these two sets of actors suffer
from psychological conditions such as
delusion and mania. Second, it is unlikely
that attacks against civilians carried out by
the Malian state is part of the government’s
political strategy. Malian military authorities
have repeatedly condemned atrocities
against civilians in central Mali, and taken
measures against members of its own
security forces when these have been
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suspected of perpetrating such atrocities.57
Any attempt to apply the strategic choice
approach to the attacks against civilians thus
inevitably relies on retroactively divining
from security forces’ terrorist actions goals
that Malian military and Malian state
officials at all levels themselves deny. The
strategic choice approach is perhaps best
applied to the Dogon militias, as their attacks
against Peul civilians appear to be part of an
explicit strategy to achieve their goals of
“protecting Dogons against potential jihadist
attacks.”58 The Dogon militias seem to view
Peul civilians as potential jihadist supporters
and believe that terrorism can coerce the Peul
civilian population into abandoning their
support of the jihadist groups. Terror against
civilians could arguably also be used to
intimidate and deter Peul pastoralists from
using Dogon lands. Nevertheless, as we will
see below, there are other dimensions to
these acts of terrorism that can only be
understood outside the strategic choice
approach.
Traditional theories of ethnic
violence are similarly incapable of alone
explaining the system of violence in Mopti
Region. These theories typically incorporate
three sets of causes.59 The first sees ethnic
violence as instrumental and claims that
people participate in ethnic violence because
they believe it is in their personal interest to
do so.60 The second views ethnic violence as
fundamentally emotional, suggesting that
ethnic violence is driven primarily by
emotional impulses and emotional antipathy
towards another ethnic group.61 Finally, the
third set of causes for ethnic violence found
in the literature, albeit somewhat less
frequently, is obligation—people perpetrate
ethnic violence because they believe their
social ties oblige them to do so.62 To some
extent, the combination of instrumental,
emotional,
and
obligatory
motives
traditionally explored in theories on ethnic
violence can account for violence perpetrated
by the Dogon militias and jihadist groups.
Nevertheless, by definitionally focusing on
ethnicity as a cause for violence they do not
adequately account for other factors in

informing public motivations on all sides of
the violence, such as the importance of
promoting or combating religious ideologies.
Neither do these theories capture the
importance of economic struggles over
resource access. Finally, theories of ethnic
conflict are completely unable to explain acts
of violence committed by the Malian state.
As discussed above, Malian security forces
operating in central Mali are not organized
along ethnic lines or dominated by any ethnic
group from the area.
Virtuous Violence and Central Mali
Since traditional theories of terrorism and
ethnic violence are unable to fully explain
what motivates perpetrators of violence in
central Mali at the group and individual level,
a broader theory of violence is needed. Here,
virtuous violence theory, articulated by Alan
Fiske and Tage Shakti Rai, offers a number
of useful lenses through which to examine
violence in central Mali. Fiske and Rai argue
that perpetrators of violence overwhelmingly
believe their actions are morally justified and
engage in violence to advance four types of
universal social relationships or relational
models, which they call communal sharing,
authority ranking, equality matching, and
market pricing.63 Of these, this article will
focus on communal sharing and authority
ranking.64 Communal sharing derives from
the idea of group unity, which, as Fiske and
Rai put it, “is directed toward caring for and
supporting the integrity of in-groups through
a sense of collective responsibility and
common fate.”65 More pointedly, for those
“motivated by [communal sharing] unity,
violence is morally praiseworthy if the
victim is perceived as a potential threat or
contaminant to the in-group.”66 Authority
ranking, for its part, is motivated by
hierarchy, “creating and maintaining linear
ranking in social groups.”67 Violence
motivated by authority ranking is deemed
morally acceptable if it is directed against
those who are a threat to what the perpetrator
sees as the ideal hierarchy in social
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relationships. The principle holds for
hierarchies composed of both individuals and
groups. In addition to the relational models,
Fiske and Rai propose six constitutive
phases, referring to the ways in which each
relational model “generate[s], shape[s], and
preserve[s] the social relationships a person
needs.”68 The six constitutive phases are:
creation, “violence that is intended to form
new relationships”; modulation, which
change “the nature of an existing relationship
in a way that does not create a fundamentally
new relationship”; protection, violence
deployed to protect the perpetrator and the
perpetrator’s relationship partners; redress
and rectification, violence designed to
restore a relationship to its ideal state by
punishing a transgressor; termination,
violence intended to forever end a
relationship; and mourning, violence “in
response to the loss of an important
relationship.”69 Each of these constitutive
phases can be motivated by and contribute to
any of the four relational models.
All three of the main sets of
perpetrators of violence in central Mali have
acted in accordance with both the communal
sharing and authority ranking relational
models. For example, former members of
Katibat Macina who spoke with members of
an NGO stress that they joined the group
primarily because they sought to protect their
communities as the state cannot or will not
do so. As one former member put it, “since
the state left, we have had to protect
ourselves as best we can.”70 The decision of
these recruits to join Katibat Macina is an
explicit fulfillment of the protection
constitutive phase and an implicit fulfillment
of the redress and rectification constitutive
phase of the communal sharing relational
model. By joining a group dedicated to
violence,
the
recruits
preemptively
demonstrate their willingness to participate
in violence to defend members of their ingroup—their local community (protection).
Moreover, because Katibat Macina is not a
strictly defensive group but also carries out
offensive operations against its perceived
opponents, recruits who ostensibly join to

protect their communities also implicitly
signal their willingness to carry out offensive
operations against their communities’
enemies in response to perceived threats
(redress and rectification). In line with the
theory proposed by Fiske and Rai, both
constitutive phases strengthen the unity of
the in-group.
Authority
ranking
motivations
behind Katibat Macina are somewhat more
subtle, but they exist in multiple forms. At
the individual level, some former members
said they were motivated to join the group by
the prospect of group membership helping
them rise within their communities.71 For
these recruits, joining Katibat Macina fulfills
the modulation and potentially creation
constitutive phases of the authority ranking
relational model. By committing themselves
to perpetrate violence against third parties,
they seek to modulate their hierarchical
relationships with other members of their
community and potentially create new social
hierarchies in which they benefit from their
status as specialists in violence. At the group
level, Hamadoun Kouffa, the purported
leader of Katibat Macina, has rhetorically
attacked Peul elites in Mopti Region for their
corruption,72 and his group has targeted
many traditional Peul leaders who refuse to
pay taxes to jihadist groups.73 Attacks on
traditional Peul leaders fulfill the redress and
rectification constitutive mode of the
authority ranking relational model, as the
group perpetrates violence to punish those
who have transgressed against the group’s
ideal hierarchy by refusing to pay taxes. The
punishments are designed to restore the
hierarchy and warn other would-be
transgressors. At the community level,
Katibat Macina has attacked local
agriculturalist communities, especially the
Dogon, in tandem with its attacks against
state forces and institutions. Combined, these
attacks serve to challenge through violence
the Malian state’s longtime preference for
cultivators over herders, expressed through
land policy, in favor of a more egalitarian or
even opposing hierarchical relationship
between
cultivators
and
herder
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communities.74 These attacks thus constitute
the modulation constitutive phase of
authority ranking because Katibat Macina
uses violence to challenge the farmer-herder
hierarchy. While Katibat Macina justifies its
actions through the language of Islam and
jihad, the group operates according to
multiple logics. In this context, Fiske and
Rai’s
relational
models
offer
a
complementary understanding of the group’s
everyday operations.
Dogon militias, and especially Dan
Na Ambassagou, also perpetrate violence in
accordance with the communal sharing and
authority ranking relational models. Both
Dan Na Ambassagou and the militias that
preceded it (and continue to exist in parallel)
were explicitly founded as a community selfdefense group intended to repel jihadist
attacks.75 Individuals who joined Dan Na
Ambassagou under these auspices thus
sought to fulfill the protection constitutive
phase of the communal sharing relational
model, signaling their intent to perpetrate
violence to protect members of their ingroup. At the communal level, Dan Na
Ambassagou has attacked Peul villages and
civilians outside the areas under the effective
control of jihadist groups. These attacks
constitute the redress and rectification and
protection phases of communal sharing. By
killing Peul civilians, Dan Na Ambassagou
militiamen punish third parties for attacks on
the militiamen’s in-group (redress and
rectification) and eliminate perceived
potential threats to the in-group (protection).
At the same time, these attacks also fulfill the
redress and rectification phase of authority
ranking by punishing Peuls for challenging
traditional herder-farmer hierarchies in
central Mali. Dan Na Ambassagou has also
frequently engaged in armed confrontations
with the Malian state, even if the levels of
violence accompanying these confrontations
have thus far been significantly lower than
those associated with Dan Na Ambassagou’s
attacks on civilians.76 These confrontations
fulfill the modulation constitutive phase of
authority ranking as Dan Na Ambassagou
seeks to challenge the Malian government’s

imposed hierarchy placing Malian security
forces above Dan Na Ambassagou as
legitimate purveyors of violence in central
Mali.
Finally, Malian security forces have
also perpetrated violence in central Mali to
further the relational models of communal
sharing and authority ranking. For instance,
in May 2018, Malian security forces
summarily executed 12 civilians at a weekly
cattle market in the village of Boulkessy after
a Malian soldier was killed in an attack
nearby.77 The killing of civilians in
Boulkessy is an example of violence used to
fulfill the redress and rectification and
protection constitutive phases of the
communal sharing relational model, the
community, in this case, being the Malian
military. By killing nearby civilians and
falsely accusing them of having been
terrorists,78 the Malian soldiers sought to
avenge their comrades (redress and
rectification), eliminate potential threats to
the in-group (protection), and induce those
outside the in-group to desist in attacking
members of the in-group (protection), thus
demonstrating their commitment to the ingroup’s unity. The Boulkessy massacre was
not an isolated incident, and international
rights groups have documented a pattern of
violent reprisals by the Malian military
against local civilians.79 In this context, Fiske
and Rai’s theory can be used to cast light on
some of the motivations behind the soldiers’
actions. Moreover, this theory can also be
applied to the confrontations between the
Malian state and Dan Na Ambassagou. In
attacking the Dogon militia, the military
seeks to punish it for its transgressions
against a perceived hierarchical agreement
between the two groups that Dan Na
Ambassagou would operate only in areas
where the army was not.80 Moreover, the
Malian military seeks to restore the honor of
its in-group by demonstrating that it is
capable of maintaining security in areas
under its control without assistance. In this
way, the confrontations with Dan Na
Ambassagou fulfill the redress and
rectification constitutive phase of both the
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authority ranking and communal sharing
model.
Conclusion
This article has argued that violence in
central Mali is being perpetrated by three
primary sets of actors: jihadist groups,
especially Katibat Macina; Malian state
security force; and ethnic militias, especially
the Dogon militia Dan Na Ambassagou. By
targeting civilians, all three sets of actors
have committed acts of terrorism. An
analysis of the central Malian conflicts
shows that violence is fueled by a wide range
of factors, including disputes over the role of
Islam, ethnic tensions between Peuls and
Dogons, economic conflict over resource
access, tension between state and traditional
authority, and changing rainfall patterns due
to climate change. More importantly, this
article has argued that these actors and
factors cannot be viewed separately from one
another. What is occurring in central Mali
cannot be broken down into distinct subconflicts pitting just two of the actors against
each other, nor can it be reduced to insulated
models of terrorism or ethnic conflict.
Instead, traditional theories of both terrorism
and ethnic conflict are best complemented by
a more expansive theory of violence—such
as Fiske and Rai’s theory of virtuous
violence. By showing how violence is
informed by a wide range of logics—
including supporting the integrity of the ingroup, and maintaining the in-group’s linear
ranking—Fiske and Rai allow us to see
central Mali as a complex social and political
space in which acts of terrorism are not just
rooted in ethnic hatred, political strategizing,
or psychological disorder.
Understanding the system of violence
in central Mali through virtuous violence
theory also offers insight into potential paths
to reducing the current levels of violence and
ultimately ending the interlocking conflicts.
Over the course of the past three years, the
Malian government and various ethnic
militias have formally agreed to unilateral

and multilateral ceasefires and disarmament
schemes.81 All such schemes, however, have
quickly broken down. Although some
Malian public figures—especially Salafioriented religious leaders such as Mahmoud
Dicko, former leader of the High Islamic
Council of Mali—support negotiating with
Hamadoun Kouffa and Katibat Macina over
an end to violence in exchange for an
adjustment to the role of Islam in public life
in Mali, no such negotiations have formally
occurred.82 The Malian state, community
peacebuilders,
civil
society
groups
representing ethnic militias, and international
donors and human rights groups all agree in
principle that lasting peace can only be
achieved in central Mali if Malian security
forces can guarantee security to all elements
of the populace impartially and if the Malian
state expands its presence on the ground to
provide services to the population.83
However, in their current form, Malian
security forces are firmly contributing to the
system of violence in central Mali rather than
playing a role in ending it—one rights
group’s investigation concluded that the
Malian military summarily executed more
than 100 civilians and tortured dozens of
others in 2018 alone.84 This comes despite
extensive sums of money and time being
spent on training for the Malian military
focused on respecting the rights of the
populace. In the short- and medium-term, the
Malian state simply lacks the resources to
dramatically expand services in central Mali,
and it is unlikely that it will be able to singlehandedly ensure peace in the region.
Where other efforts have failed,
however, virtuous violence theory offers a
subtly different approach towards reducing
levels of violence in central Mali. As Fiske
and Rai note, violence only continues to be
seen as morally acceptable when it actually
enhances
the
perpetrator’s
social
relationships through any of the relational
models—violent practices formerly seen as
morally acceptable “[disappear] as soon as
the consequences of violence bec[o]me
maladaptive.”85 According to this line of
reasoning, violence in central Mali should
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theoretically cease if violent actions have a
negative impact on the perpetrator’s social
relationships. The impact of violence on the
perpetrator’s social relationships is most
easily adjustable on the side of the Malian
security forces because the Malian state is
already formally committed to ending the
violence, providing security impartially, and
respecting human rights. The Malian state
has even paid lip service to the need to end
the culture of impunity in its armed forces.
However, thus far punishments inflicted by
the state on soldiers found or alleged to have
committed violent rights abuses have not
extended beyond simply redeploying
offending units to other parts of the
country.86 As such, these punishments have
not succeeded in making violence on the part
of the security forces maladaptive.
Nevertheless, security reforms dedicated to
rendering violence maladaptive for the social
relationships of perpetrators—starting with
harsher, more transparent punishments for
transgressors but focusing on forming
negative perceptions of transgressors among
those in communal sharing and authority
ranking relationships with them—may
succeed where attempts to simply educate
soldiers on the importance of human rights
have failed.
Reducing the adaptivity of violence
for perpetrators in jihadist groups and ethnic
militias is more difficult. As Fiske and Rai
suggest, changes in cultural views in these
communities must come from within the
communities themselves. However, in some
places, local activists—and especially
women—have spurred local community
reconciliations. For example, in the small
town of Macina,87 following an eruption of
violence between the local Peul and Bambara
communities, local women organized first
community dialogue and then a formal
reconciliation celebration featuring cultural
activities shared by both groups. The event,
which successfully ended the outbreak of
violence in the area, also shamed authority
figures in the community who could have
done more to stop the violence but did not.88
In short, these local peacebuilders have been

trying to make violence negatively impact
the perpetrator’s social relationships and to
socially reward non-violent options, and, in
the case of the Macina women, also
furthering the communal sharing relational
model through non-violent means. However,
while these grassroots peace efforts have met
with some successes, they remain largely
unconnected from each other and from state
support.89 At the moment, it is not
immediately clear what can be done to
support the efforts of such local activists, and
the topic requires further research.
Nevertheless, virtuous violence theory
indicates this approach is likely to be
productive if more support is given.
Virtuous violence theory is not just
relevant in the case of central Mali but can
cast light on many of the ongoing violent
conflicts in the broader African context.
Worryingly for counterterrorism efforts, the
underlying conditions that have allowed
Katibat Macina to persist and grow—
preexisting ethnic and economic conflict,
low levels of state presence, and Islam as a
strong local identity marker—are present in
many other regions throughout Africa. For
example, in Plateau State of central Nigeria,
at least 4,000 people have been killed since
2001 in violence that has largely pitted Peul
and Hausa Muslim herders against Christian
farmers from other ethnic groups.90 As in
central Mali, the Nigerian conflict features a
mix of ethnic conflict and conflict over
access to resources, and changing rainfall
patterns have exacerbated economic
pressures. Until now, the conflict in Plateau
State has not been framed in jihadist terms,
and the Nigerian military has not become a
primary perpetrator of violence against
civilians as the Malian military has.
However, the example of central Mali shows
that jihadist ideology can graft itself onto
existing conflicts, and the Nigerian military
has a history of perpetrating violence against
civilians in other areas of the country. The
conflict in Plateau State is not alone in
sharing parallels with that of central Mali; the
Central African Republic and Mozambique
are also home to conflicts with similar
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characteristics. Local factors will determine
whether or not conflicts in states such as
Nigeria, CAR, and Mozambique are
eventually framed in terms of jihad, but the
underlying elements for escalating violence
along central Malian lines are present.
Violence, moreover, is not just a social and
political question, but also an environmental
one. Across the continent, increasing climate
pressures will induce greater tensions
between different communities over resource
access, raising the potential for violence to
assume ethnic and jihadist dimensions. The
potential proliferation of conflicts similar in

nature to the system of violence present in
central Mali underscores the importance of
understanding and resolving this situation.
When confronted with a system of violence
involving jihadism, ethnic conflict, state
actors, and economic tension traditional
theories of terrorism and ethnic violence
encounter severe limitations. Only a broader
theory of violence, such as virtuous violence
theory, can be applied to the conflict
holistically. Perhaps most importantly, such
theories hold the key for conflict resolution
in the years to come, both in central Mali and
elsewhere.
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Since Chinese President Xi Jinping’s 2013
announcement of his ambitious plan to
revive the ancient Silk Road and ocean trade
routes under the auspices of the Belt and
Road Initiative (BRI), Oman has become an
attractive partner for realizing this aspiration.
The Sultanate is well-positioned on the axis
of the Arabian Gulf and the Indian Ocean,
enabling it to act as a regional hub between
the GCC states, coastal East Africa and Asia.
It also possesses accessible trade routes and
attractive transit times to the globe’s
emerging markets.1 Indeed, China’s
maintenance of strong relations with Oman is
paramount to making the BRI a successful
venture, which has subsequently led
policymakers in Beijing to fund numerous
bilateral projects including the financing of
extensive industrial zones in the Omani ports
of Duqm and Sohar. These investments,
however, have been met with a mixed
response amongst experts and key
stakeholders. On the one hand, there is cause
for concern about the potential downfalls the
Sultanate could suffer as a result of engaging
with the BRI. Some have suggested that the
infrastructure project is intended to export
the Chinese model and undermine
sovereignty, primarily through setting debt
traps for countries that cannot repay the
Chinese loans. 2 On the other hand, the BRI
offers Oman a plethora of opportunities: the
circumstances to project its reach into
territories and regions that were once within
its sphere of influence during its time as a
maritime imperial power, going as far as
coastal East Africa and Gwadar in presentday Pakistan3; the potential to develop
academic partnership programs and
curriculum cross-fertilization, and most
importantly; the means to successfully
diversify the economy of the Sultanate away
from oil and gas.
Despite Oman’s strategic importance
to the BRI, China’s affairs with the Sultanate
has often been overlooked by scholarship
and has featured somewhat as an
afterthought, especially compared to the
Chinese
relationship
with
regional
heavyweights such as Iran and Saudi.4 Its

omission from studies of the BRI has
obscured the extent of China’s interests in
Oman and does not fully represent Oman’s
strategic importance for China. In this
context, this article explores Oman’s role in
the BRI initiative, and critically evaluates the
potential impact of Chinese investments on
Oman’s national sovereignty and socioeconomic development. It argues that Oman
stands to gain much from the growing SinoOmani friendship and potentially achieve a
win-win outcome, largely due to Oman’s
unique bargaining position in comparison to
other countries involved in the BRI. Placed
perfectly at the crossroads between East and
West and with a strong reputation for
neutrality, Oman has the unique capability to
balance the interests of numerous powers,
making it less likely to fall completely within
the sphere of Chinese influence. To
understand the importance of the Sultanate
within a framework of Chinese expansion, I
begin by offering an introduction to the BRI
and the scope of the initiative. I then move on
to contextualize Chinese investments in
Oman within a longer history of economic
exchange between the Sultanate and China.
Finally, I examine the pros and cons of
Oman’s inclusion in the BRI project and ask
to what extent this inclusion can be
strategically leveraged by the Sultanate in the
years to come.
The Belt and Road Initiative
In concrete terms, China’s One Belt, One
Road Initiative—announced in 2013 and
later rebranded as the Belt and Road
Initiative—is an ambitious transcontinental
development campaign through which China
wishes to boost trade and stimulate economic
growth across Asia, Africa, Oceania, and
Europe. It intends to realize this plan by
building extensive infrastructure connecting
mainland China to countries large and small
across the globe. Seventy-one countries have
already signed up to the Belt and Road,
representing half of the world’s population
and a quarter of global GDP.5 Estimates of
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the BRI’s investment value differ
dramatically. By some expert estimates,
China plans to pump roughly $150 billion
into projects in these countries each year. In
2017, rating agency Fitch released a report
stating that an immense $900 billion in
projects were either planned or underway.6
Estimations on the more extreme end of the
scale predict China’s overall expenses over
the lifespan of the BRI to reach $1.2 to 1.3
trillion by 2027.7 In any scenario, the
initiative will definitively be the most
expensive infrastructure project in history.
Described by President Xi Jinping as
the “project of the century,” the BRI
operation has grown from an initial focus on
energy to encompass manufacturing, the
Internet, tourism, and all areas of trade.8
Indeed, since its announcement in 2013, two
aspects have become glaringly clear. Firstly,
the Belt and Road Initiative is intended to be
a journey—even a grand narrative—and not
a series of separate one-off infrastructure
projects. Secondly, it is much more than an
outward program of investment. Indeed, the
overall ambition of the Chinese state is to
improve connectivity—both culturally and
economically—across all of the world’s
continents. The aim for the BRI is thus to
increase the general development and
prosperity of all countries who sign onto it
and create a new and updated Silk Road fit
for the twenty-first century.
As suggested in its original name, the
“One Belt, One Road” consists of two
different segments for realizing these goals
of
economic
cooperation
and
interconnectivity. The first route is a land
bridge known as the “Silk Road Economic
Belt”: a series of land-based corridors
including roads, railways, and pipelines
connecting China with its neighbors,
beginning with closer countries in South East
and West Asia and spanning further as far as
Northern Europe. The second is the “21st
Century Maritime Silk Road,” an expansive
sea route made up of coastal developments
and ports starting at China’s eastern
provinces and going on to the Gulf, Oceania,
East Africa, and the Mediterranean.

Oman is one of the seventy-one
countries to sign up for the BRI, and the state
is seen by China to have an extremely
important role to play. As outlined by the
Chinese ambassador to Oman Yu Fulong,
“Oman is in the middle of China’s Maritime
Silk Road, which passes through the Strait of
Malacca to India and Sri Lanka, and then
goes on to Europe.”9 Furthermore, due to the
country’s membership to the World Trade
Organization (WTO) and Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC), it can successfully provide a
channel for Chinese goods (made in China or
in Oman) to enter the emerging markets of
countries within the Middle East, East
Africa, and beyond. As such, Oman is
understood as a key maritime partner which
could act as a crucial transit point for
increasing economic interconnectivity under
the BRI, both due to its geostrategic location
between these regions and the Sultanate’s
positive neutral reputation on the
international stage.
A History of Sino-Omani Relations: From
Ancient Ties to the BRI
A contextualization of the historic
relationship between China and Oman is
paramount for understanding both the current
relationship between the two countries and
China’s ambition to make the Sultanate a key
partner in the Belt and Road project. As
scholars such as Zhibin Han and Xiaoqian
Chen have pointed out, the long history of
commerce and communication between
China and Oman—largely flourishing during
the age of the ancient Silk—is an important
underpinning to the BRI.10 Not only did it
serve to manifest the mutual trust and respect
in diplomatic communications both countries
currently maintain, but it also fostered the
close economic contact which they share
today. This historic relationship of trade has
largely guided China’s BRI narrative when
considering Oman—both publicly and
privately—and has been used to strengthen
the Sino-Omani dialogue.
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Since ancient times the Indian Ocean
has been a central hub of maritime traffic and
commerce, with modern-day China and
Oman being home to many seafaring
merchants who traded through these waters.
During the Tang Dynasty in the 7th and 8th
centuries—the period in which the “Silk
Road” experienced its Golden Age—seaborne trade between China and Arab
countries increased considerably.11 In order
to develop overseas trade, the Tang Dynasty
established superintendencies of merchant
shipping in Guangzhou. This site would
become a key location for Arab merchants—
including many Omanis—to settle and do
business.12 Instances such as this are a
testament to China and Oman’s long
histories of forging ties both East and West
across the oceans.
Following centuries of long-standing
economic exchange, the two countries
witnessed a brief period of hostility during
the Dhofar rebellion in Oman between 1962
and 1975. During this spell of civil unrest
against the Sultan led by the Dhofar
Liberation Front—a separatist insurgency
influenced by Arab nationalism and MarxistLeninism—China provided moral, financial,
and military assistance to the rebels in Oman.
China also engaged in training Dhofari
agitators in China, and in some instances
deployed Chinese military advisers to
support the uprising.13 While the Dhofar
rebellion took a toll on the economic
relationship between the two states, SinoOmani relations witnessed an unprecedented
intensification after they re-established
diplomatic ties in 1978. The export volume
from China to Oman almost doubled in less
than a decade, from $5.85 million in 1976 to
$9.06 million in 1983 and to $10 million in
1986.14
At this time, China also began to
view Oman not only in terms of its
geographical importance but also through the
locus of its abundant oil resources. The need
of the Chinese state to secure long-term
energy supplies led them to alter their foreign
policy towards the Gulf, and in 1983 Oman
became the first Arab nation to export oil to

China.15 Since then, the key axis around
which Chinese-Omani relations have
revolved has been energy cooperation and oil
trade. According to a report by the US
Department of Energy, China is Oman’s
largest export market for petroleum,
receiving 70% of Oman’s crude oil exports
in 2017.16 By December 2018, this
percentage has increased to 87.23%,
according to a report by Oman’s Ministry of
Oil and Gas.17
In this way, strong commercial
bilateralism has been a hallmark
characteristic
of
the
Oman-China
relationship practically since the conception
of both nations. Apart from a period during
the 1960s and 1970s, the two states have
been increasingly engaged in economic
change, and the volume of trade has grown
substantially over the past century. While
economic cooperation between the two
countries has been the driver of their
friendship, the end of the twentieth century
also witnessed firm support from both parties
toward collaborating with each other on
other core interests, such as countering
piracy and hosting forums focusing on
scientific development.18 Thus, when
President Xi Jinping announced China’s
plans for the “New Silk Road” at a
conference in Kazakhstan in 2013, it came as
no surprise that Chinese policy-makers
immediately set their sight on the
strategically well-located Muscat, seeing the
great potential in the Sultanate for mutual
development and cooperation.19 On an
official visit to Muscat in May 2016 Chinese
State Councillor Wang Yong stated that
China considers Oman a key partner in
materializing the BRI, and believed that the
China-Oman relationship should assume a
new significance.20 This sentiment was
shared across the board with high-level
Chinese officials, and in the same year the
Vice Minister of Commerce Qian Keming
stated that China wanted to “expand the
cooperation [with Oman] to areas of building
free trade zones, energy and clean energy
utilization, and services.”21
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As of yet, the main development in
Oman as a result of increased Chinese
interest and BRI integration has been the
China-Oman Industrial Park in Duqm, which
is playing a critical role in boosting ChineseOmani cooperation.22 Forming part of the
Duqm Special Economic Zone (SEZ), the
largest of its kind in the MENA region (with
a landmass larger than Singapore and
Bahrain combined), the project so far has an
estimated investment cost of 67 billion yuan
(approximately $9.5 billion). Duqm is
located in the southeastern al-Wusta region
of Oman on the Arabian coast, placed
perfectly as an important connecting point
for the Maritime Silk Road between China
and trade routes leading to Europe and East
Africa. At Duqm’s conception, the Omani
government introduced measures to cut red
tape surrounding the SEZ, for instance by
giving the zone its own municipal governing
body known as the Duqm Special Economic
Zone Authority (SEZAD). SEZAD has since
introduced a series of preferential policies
and economic incentives within Duqm in a
bid to attract more foreign investment, assist
the Sultanate in its aim to diversify the
economy, and to provide a better
environment for cooperation.23
The China-Oman Industrial Park was
one of the first major projects to be
announced for Duqm, and its construction
has been regarded as hugely important for
maintaining strong ties between the two
countries and an investment into continuing
their economic cooperation. Indeed, Yahya
al-Jabri, Chairman of the Special Economic
Zone Authority of Duqm, stated that
“projects at the industrial park deepen the
political and trade relations between the two
countries.”24 From a plan of the park released
by Chinese consortium Oman Wanfang, this
newly built industrial city will consist of a
heavy-industry park with an oil refinery,
power plant, cement factory, and other
mineral processing facilities, in addition to a
light-industry park which will include
assembling plants, a residential zone, and
solar factories.25 The plan is for the
construction of these facilities to support the

general diversification of Oman’s economy
from its traditional reliance on oil and gas, as
well as make the country’s workforce more
technically focused and expand the Omani
private sector.
A Worrisome Development or
Unparalleled Opportunity?
As the scope of BRI has continued to grow,
some experts and stakeholders have warned
that the lack of regulation surrounding the
BRI puts countries who hope to harness the
BRI’s benefits at risk of becoming ensnared
in debt traps. Brussels-based scholar Ramon
Pacheco Pardo, for instance, has suggested
that the BRI’s source of financing is
underscored by China’s use of economic
inducements to gain influence in target
countries and that the initiative is, in reality,
a subtle hegemonic ploy.26 Countries such as
Djibouti and Sri Lanka provide a degree of
credibility to this claim; in both cases,
Chinese capital loans have gone to
infrastructure projects under the aegis of the
BRI. Subsequently, unable to pay back their
debts, they have been forced into debt-forequity arrangements, leading them to hand
over large stakes in key ports and military
bases.27 The case of Hambantota port in Sri
Lanka—built by Chinese loans which could
not be sufficiently serviced by the Sri Lankan
government, leading to the port later being
handed over to Chinese state-owned
company China Merchant Port Holdings on
a ninety-nine-year lease—has caused much
wariness and concern.28 As a result of
episodes like this, a number of other
countries once positive about the BRI have
since changed their tone, including Malaysia
and India. Many are now fearful that if they
allow the Chinese project to take effect in
their respective countries they will not only
have to sign away large assets over to the
Chinese, but also become completely
dependent on Chinese capital, Chinese labor,
and Chinese products.
At the same time, others have argued
for a more nuanced understanding of the
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BRI. For instance, a recent report by the
Lowy Institute, “Ocean of Debt?,” is critical
of the claim that China is deliberately
engaging in “debt-trap diplomacy” and
planned seizure of assets from other smaller
countries. While not dismissing the risks of
taking large loans from China, it argues that
it is unjust to point the finger solely on China
and that such instances of “debt traps” have
not been intentional ploys.29 Rather, factors
such as small populations, fragile economies
prone to external shocks (such as oil price
hikes), and weak (or corrupt) institutions of
government, have made smaller states
profoundly vulnerable to their debts to China
becoming unsustainable. Indeed, as some
have pointed out, it is normal political
exercise for an emerging superpower with
the size and wealth of China to want to
increase its influence abroad and build strong
economic partnerships with smaller nations,
and should be expected, especially in a time
when the country is engulfed in a trade war
with the US and being hit with wave after
wave of tariffs.30
Moreover, critical interpretations of
the BRI often fail to account for the potential
benefits and even need, of such an enterprise,
for many small states in the current global
economy. For Oman, a narrow focus on oil
and gas no longer works or is a viable option
for long-term economic development. The
country’s oil reserves remain one of the
lowest among neighboring Arab states, and
sustained focus on the oil and gas industries
has hampered economic diversification by
constraining the amount of resources
available for research and development.
Thus, by participating in BRI investment and
projects, Oman can achieve economic
diversification at a much faster pace than it
would otherwise be able to achieve. With
Oman’s “Vision 2020” and the more recent
“Vision 2040” emphasizing human capital
development, knowledge-based industries,
information
technology
infrastructure,
private
sector-supported
initiatives,
healthcare, foreign direct investment, and ecommerce, there is much room for Oman to
harness the financial backing of China to

achieve the robust logistics and infrastructure
links necessary to promote this downstream
diversification.31
Furthering this point, the BRI also
offers immense opportunity for Oman to
expand its tourism industries, including
Arabic theme parks, cultural tourism
destinations, and global merchandising. Over
the last few years, Oman has adopted a
bullish growth outlook in terms of its tourism
sector, and it is expected by researchers and
analysts alike that there should be an
expected positive growth momentum over
the next decade in this field.32 With the
Sultanate expecting to see a large increase in
tourists visiting the country due to an already
impressive amount of investment, it is clear
that further development in tourism
industries using Chinese capital would not go
to waste.33 Harnessing the BRI thus is likely
to open avenues for joint projects in heritage
tourism, food and beverage services, hotels,
and wildlife activities, which in turn offers
the potential for opening new doors for
unemployed youth and local communities
who wish to be employed in areas outside of
the traditional industries.
The BRI’s involvement in Oman
should also not solely be seen as
economically transformative for the
Sultanate, but it could also be harnessed to
improve academic networks between Oman
and East Asia, in turn making Oman a truly
global country. Already, Beijing is
sponsoring hundreds of Omani students to
train, sight-see, and study in China, with the
view that they will go back to newly formed
special economic zones like Duqm to work.34
Working with the Omani Ministry for Higher
Education, academic partnership projects
with the BRI will provide more opportunities
for Omani universities and schools to
cultivate education and internship networks
through joint research and development,
language training, curriculum crossfertilization, and exchange programs
between the two countries.35 This, in turn,
will help place Oman more firmly on the
world map through internationalizing its
citizens, increase job prospects and language
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skills amongst Omanis, and also lead to a
more intercultural understanding between
the two countries. Although there has been
no direct study providing solid data on the
BRI’s educational benefit on the Sultanate as
of yet, previous studies in this respect
strongly support these hypotheses.36
In this way, critiques of the BRI have
to account for the potential benefits of the
initiative. No doubt, China’s investment in
Oman is part of a strategic plan with the
intention to propel the Chinese economy
forward at a dramatic pace through forging
strong commercial ties with its neighbors.
Nevertheless, it is not necessarily the “debt
trap” that some commentators have made it
out to be. Moreover, critiques of the BRI also
need to be analyzed in a context of Western
hegemony and shifting global power
dynamics. As Sholto Byrnes has pointed out,
pessimistic analyses of the BRI often seem to
come from a place of Sinophobia.37 By
portraying the initiative as an evil scheme
destined to condemn unsuspecting poorer
countries to an incalculable debt trap,
culminating in the complete takeover of their
resources and geography, commentators
frame the BRI as the latest iteration of the
“Yellow Peril” ideology, a historically racist
outlook that attests that the Chinese state
conspires to upend Western global
dominance and ultimately take over the
world.38 Indeed, narratives that characterize
the BRI as a Trojan-horse style ploy to isolate
smaller nations and make them China’s
economic vassal states could just as equally
be applied to the United States’ investment
programs in other developing countries, or
even European governments regional
development initiatives. Coverage of
Western initiatives, however, rarely discuss
these as “debt traps,” but tend to frame them
in positive terms, as bringing “development”
to the Global South.
While issues of uncertainty should
not be overlooked in the case of Chinese
investments, it should be realized that like
any new business realm (and certainly one as
broad as the BRI), there is naturally no lack
of risks and pitfalls; the BRI is “not paved

with gold.”39 It is a given that Oman should
not look into the mouth of the lion too far and
see Chinese support as a remedy for all of the
country’s unanswered economic issues. In
many ways, however, it is unfair to portray
the BRI as an evil scheme pushed forward by
a predatory superpower; in doing so, one
risks misconstruing the development ethos
that underscores the project, and the very real
benefits for participating countries. In fact,
some have even noted that Chinese
investments and development projects tend
to be more attuned to the needs of small
states than those of Western superpowers,
including Europe and the US. As one report
argued, “Chinese assistance is perceived to
be faster, more responsive to the needs of
local elites, and have fewer conditions
attached […] as one senior Pacific bureaucrat
put it: ‘we like China because they bring red
flags, not the red tape’.”40
Beyond Dependency Theory: Oman’s
Potential for Leveraging the BRI
In framing the BRI as a “debt trap,” many
critics have implicitly analyzed the initiative
within the framework of dependency theory,
overlooking some of the ways in which
Oman can strategically leverage Chinese
initiatives. First emerging from studies of
Latin America in the mid-twentieth century,
dependency theory posits that resources flow
from
the
“periphery”—poor
and underdeveloped states, most of which
are in the Global South—to the “core”—
wealthy developed states, most of which are
in the Global North—in a process that
benefits the core at the expense of the
periphery.41 Within this framework,
underdevelopment is a product of a
peripheral state’s international economic
relations and its subjection to a global market
marked by an exploitative imperialist and
capitalist structure.42 Moreover, peripheral
states are largely seen as lacking agency and
therefore unable to propel themselves out of
poverty and underdevelopment. As Vincent
Ferraro puts it, dependency theory sees
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“underdevelopment [as] a wholly negative
condition which offers no possibility of
sustained and autonomous economic activity
in a dependent state.”43
While
dependency
theory’s
conceptualization of the core-periphery
system does a fair job of mapping global
economic inequality and capitalist processes
of wealth extraction, its characterization of
peripheral states as passive recipients to
imperialism fails to account for the various
ways in which these states are able to
influence and shape their own socioeconomic trajectories. In the case of Oman in
particular, dependency theory is an
inadequate model to explain the Sultanate’s
involvement with the BRI, as a series of
factors allow for the country to strategically
capitalize on the initiative. Indeed, due to
Oman’s unique geographic position, stable
governance, and diplomatic neutrality, it can
balance the risk of Chinese entrenchment
through the maintenance of strong ties with
other powerful countries with a stake in
Oman’s best interests. For example, Oman’s
recent decision to grant the US Navy access
to the strategically important ports of Duqm
and Salalah reflects its strong hand in dealing
with Beijing and suggests Chinese
encroachment of the Sultanate is unlikely.
On March 2019, Muscat and Washington
signed an agreement that gives the United
States greater flexibility to conduct maritime
operations in the Indian Ocean and Arabian
Sea, a move which experts like Robert D.
Kaplan consider partly influenced by the
United States’ desire to monitor China’s
activities in the region and limit Chinese
commercial and logistical expansion.44 In
turn, US involvement brought the concern of
the EU; Camille Lons from the European
Council of Foreign Relations described this
development as a potential threat to Oman’s
neutrality and thus useful ally, spurring her
to call for European action in maintaining
their ties with Oman and safeguarding the
country as a neutral mediator.45
Moreover, with Beijing and New
Delhi continuing their competition for
geopolitical supremacy across the Indian

Ocean, Oman can benefit from its strategic
position at the crossroads of Indian and
Chinese trans-regional trade corridors to
become a crucial shareholder as that rivalry
evolves in the coming years.46 Like their
Chinese counterparts, India is committed to
taking advantage of Omani trade networks to
achieve access to more markets in East
Africa and the GCC due to the Sultanate’s
close proximity to the Gulf of Oman, Strait
of Hormuz, Arabian Gulf, Arabian Sea, and
Indian Ocean.47 Since India also has a long
history of cultural, diplomatic, and economic
ties with the Sultanate, Oman could use this
to its advantage and cement its place as an
attractive maritime trade hub. In doing so, it
would also gain access to some of the most
attractive energy corridors globally, thus
making its presence in the global energy
supply chain more pronounced. Indeed,
while welcoming Chinese capital, Muscat
should have no reservations about attempting
to secure further leverage from across the
Indian Ocean should China’s imprint become
too deep.
In this way, analyses of Oman’s
involvement with the BRI cannot be limited
to entrenched dependency narratives in
which the Sultanate is forced to rely on more
powerful partners for economic support;
instead, the opposite is arguably closer to the
truth, as larger countries rely on Oman both
for their energy supplies and as a guarantor
of global oil price stability.48 Although
neorealist international relations theorists
have difficulty explaining phenomena where
weaker states exercise influence on
superpowers, more realist approaches
acknowledge that weaker states can wield
disproportionate influence if they use issuespecific resources to increase their
bargaining leverage or exploit mutual fears
of abandonment in periods of high tension.49
Indeed, as Deutsch observed in 1963, smaller
states that possess advantages in relevant
asymmetries, or convince superpowers that
they do, can exercise a large degree of
influence out of all proportion to their
relative capabilities.50 Thus, by skillfully
navigating between the interests of various
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parties to support their large-scale
development plans, it is highly likely that
Oman will be able to enjoy the benefits of
Chinese investment and cooperation and
thrive.
Conclusion
With the advent of the BRI—which has
become the most distinctive feature of
contemporary Sino-Omani cooperation—the
confluence of shared interests between
Beijing and Muscat indicates that the two
nations’ relationship will continue to flourish
over the coming years. While cases like
Djibouti and Sri Lanka produce a negative
outlook in terms of the potential drawbacks
which could come from jumping on the BRI
bandwagon, such as the possibility of falling
into
Chinese
“debt
traps,”
the
transcontinental infrastructure project offers
remarkable opportunities for Oman to
achieve its development goals in the realms
of economic diversification, education,
international trade, and employment
creation. Indeed, examples such as Duqm
offer clear and systemic evidence for these
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This article explores the impact of sectarian power-sharing agreements on public service
provision by looking at the case of the Lebanese public electricity company, Electricité Du
Liban. It argues that sectarian power-sharing presents a significant obstacle to providing highquality services and renders public utility companies inefficient. In Lebanon, this system is the
foremost contributor to the current 1,000 MW electricity deficit, a deficit that has resulted in
daily power cuts since the 1990s. With the adoption of the Taʾif Agreement at the end of the
civil war, ministries and SOEs were placed under sectarian control in a system that does not
allow for the meritocratic recruitment of public officials. This has facilitated corruption,
nepotism, and poor management, as was the case in the Karadeniz affair, in which the Ministry
of Energy and Water acquired three powerships from Turkey. This article also debates the
potential privatization of the electricity sector. While private companies such as Electricité De
Zahlé suggest that privatization could solve many of the current issues, there is a risk that it
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In post-conflict societies, restoring highquality services such as policing, water, and
electricity is a key way to assert state
legitimacy, establish citizen support, and
successfully
reconstruct
war-torn
environments. 1 Governments traditionally
have two areas to focus on to improve service
quality: a) maximizing efficiency, and b)
improving service reliability, access, and
affordability. 2 As simple as this formula to
achieve high-quality public services appears,
most countries emerging from civil wars face
a difficult trade-off in the reconstruction
process in terms of peace versus efficiency.
On the one hand, efficiency can be sacrificed
for peace by incentivizing political and
military actors to end violence through rent
opportunities. Since these actors often have
the will and capacity to reinitiate conflict,
giving them a share of financial resources
and influence in policy-making—whether it
be by controlling specific ministries or StateOwned Enterprises (SOEs)—ensures they
comply to terms of peace. 3 This, however,
inherently exposes public administrations to
corruption.4 On the other hand, peace can be
sacrificed for efficiency by focusing on costrecovery and eliminating corruption,
ensuring that citizens receive high-quality
services. 5 One way to do so is to privatize
activities that do not require necessary state
intervention, such as water, electricity, and
waste management services. 6 This allows
post-conflict governments to focus on other
aspects of reconstruction and ensure that
service continuity is not affected by political
disputes. However, focusing on efficiency is
especially difficult in post-conflict societies
whose wars were based on ethnic or religious
tension. In these cases, politics are entangled
with social stratifications based on religion,
sect, or caste, making it difficult to separate
public interests from sectarian ones.7
As one of the states with the “longest
and most uninterrupted experience” of
political sectarianization, Lebanon makes for
a valuable study of sectarian politics’ impact
on public service provision.8 Today, political
groups with a clear sectarian agenda
dominate the Lebanese political arena. 9

These include the Future Movement (FM;
Tayyar al-Mustaqbal) 10 for Sunni Muslims,
Hezbollah (“The Party of God”) 11 and
Harakat Amal (Amal; “The Hope
Movement”) 12 for Shiʿa Muslims, as well as
the Free Patriotic Movement (FPM; Tayyar
al-Watani al-Hurr) 13 and the Lebanese
Forces (LF; al-Quwwat al-Lubnaniya) 14 for
Christians. Such a fragmentation of the
political order has posed several obstacles for
post-conflict reconstruction and public
service provision. Specifically, the country’s
malfunctioning public electricity sector is
one of the main issues the government has
been unable to solve since the end of the war,
despite it being an upper-middle-income
country with a high electrification rate. 15
Indeed, the electricity sector has been
struggling to solve a power generation deficit
that has left the country devastated by daily
power cuts since the 1990s.16 These cuts—
lasting three hours in the capital, Beirut, and
between twelve to eighteen hours in the
countryside—have negatively impacted
daily life and economic activities in the
region.
This article asks how it is possible
that almost thirty years after the Lebanese
civil war ended the national public electricity
sector has not improved. While most studies
on the Lebanese electricity sector have
focused on analyzing electricity distribution
(i.e. which customers are able to access
electricity in which areas and why), this
article looks at management and production
capacities. In doing so, it fills the gap
amongst the technical studies on the
electricity crisis by revealing sectarian
politics’ role in maintaining the electricity
gap. Using the case of Electricité du Liban
(EDL), Lebanon’s public electricity
company, this article argues that a sectarian
political settlement, where peace depends on
the division of rents, is the main obstacle to
reinstating high-quality public services in
Lebanon. First, the sectarian system prevents
the meritocratic recruitment of officials by
basing their appointment on sectarian
allegiance. While this system ensures that
each group is represented in the political
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arena—as a way of dividing power and
resources for peace—it also means that
public officials are prone to exploit their
positions for sectarian and personal gain, and
often results in poor investment decisions as
officials lack skills and qualifications to
manage SOEs and ministries. Second, the
sectarian system allows every sect to voice
its concerns and block policies deemed
harmful to its interests. The ability to veto
decisions leads to wasting significant
amounts of time over debating instead of
acting, and developments to public service
provision have been discussed since the end
of the war without reaching consensus.
Finally, this article examines the prospects of
addressing the mismanagement of public
services through privatization mechanisms.
While there are many arguments for
privatization, there is a risk that improvement
would be curbed by the entanglement of
private interests and the sectarian political
system. This article’s theoretical framework
draws on key debates in public services
management in the context of divided postconflict societies. For the Lebanese case
study, it relies on a wide range of sources,
including reports by research institutes and
international organizations, newspaper
articles, 17 ministerial reports, government
data, and official statements from the
National News Agency (NNA).
The Lebanese Electricity Crisis
From the 1920s up to the civil war of 1975–
1990, Lebanon was considered a relatively
developed country with high living standards
and quality infrastructure. 18 Its ethnic
diversity and high level of development had
earned it the nickname of the “Switzerland of
the Middle East” or, referring to Beirut, the
“Paris of the Middle East.” 19 In 1958, the
Lebanese government created the first public
electricity company, Electricité du Liban
(EDL), which quickly became a symbol of
Lebanon’s modernity and the state’s
newfound independence from the French
mandate.20 More than sixty years later, EDL

supplies 90% of the electricity consumed in
Lebanon. 21 Two other private companies,
Electricité de Zahlé and Electricité de
Kadisha, supply the remaining 10% thanks to
concessions granted under the French
mandate. Despite EDL’s longevity, its
quality of services was severely impacted by
the Lebanese civil war, which took a high toll
on public service provision. The war caused
widespread destruction across the country,
and today Lebanon has some of the worst
infrastructure in the world. It was ranked
130th out of 137 states in terms of quality of
overall infrastructure in the 2017–2018
Global Competitiveness Index, on par with
low-income countries such as Cameroon
(132th) or the Democratic Republic of Congo
(135th). 22 Poor infrastructure is particularly
noticeable in the electricity sector, where
Lebanon ranks 134th out of 137 states for the
quality of electricity supply—similar to lowincome countries and failed states such as
Yemen (137th).23
The Lebanese electricity crisis is first
and foremost the result of a severe electricity
deficit of 1,000 MW on average every year.
In 2018, for example, the government only
supplied 2,407 MW of electricity when peak
demand was around 3,400 MW.24 Not only is
electricity supply insufficient, but ineffective
production contributes massively to the
public debt. In 2018, gross public debt was
around 152% of GDP, one of the highest
levels of public debt in the world.25 A large
part of this debt is derived from subsidies
paid to the electricity sector. Every year,
EDL incurs technical and non-technical
losses to between $300 and $400 million,
which are subsidized by the government. 26
Electric rates are one of the major sources of
technical losses, as they are set way below
cost-recovery—production costs $0.17/kWh
versus a billing cost of $0.085/kWh. 27 In
addition, the system is disrupted by illegal
connections to the grid and meter
manipulations.28 These non-technical losses
account for 20% of EDL’s total yearly
losses. 29 Overall, government transfers to
EDL correspond to 4% of the GDP, and
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EDL’s deficit accounts for one-third of the
public debt.30
Due to the large electricity
deficiency, power cuts are a recurring feature
of daily life in Lebanon. 31 These cuts span
three hours a day in Beirut, and between
twelve and eighteen hours in the countryside,
depending on the region. 32 Dana Abi
Ghanem has documented how living with
power outages lowers the comfort and
convenience of households in carrying on
their daily tasks.33 To tackle the difficulties
of the power cuts, most urban, better-off
people resort to individual, private generators
to self-generate electricity and maintain their
activities as usual. 34 Typically, these
generators are shared by the building—or, in
certain cases neighborhoods—and tenants
pay a monthly fee to their landlord. While
private generators allow for a constant supply
of electricity, they come at a higher price
than electricity supplied by EDL, and
consumers must pay a double bill: one to
EDL, and one to the private supplier.35 The
high cost of electricity often forces families
to deprioritize access to other services, such
as education and health services. Moreover,
power cuts have had an important impact on
the Lebanese economy. Studies have shown
that economic growth could be propelled if
policymakers invested in the development
and expansion of infrastructure. 36 Indeed,
power cuts induce supply and cost issues,
including delays in production, and raise
production costs due to paying for a
generator.37 These cuts cost Lebanon’s GDP
1% yearly and contribute to a lower rate of
foreign investment in the country.38
Service Provision Under the
Agreement: A Sectarian Affair

Taʾif

The governance of public service provision
in Lebanon is closely interconnected to the
institutionalized system of sectarianism that
lies at the core of political life. Following
Lebanese independence in 1943, an informal
consociational agreement—the National
Pact—was instated to regulate and balance

power between the different religious and
ethnic groups in the newly founded state.39
The pact stated that the president must be
Maronite Christian, the prime minister (PM)
Sunni Muslim and the speaker of parliament
Shiʿi Muslim.40 With the end of the Lebanese
civil war, sectarian power-sharing was
further institutionalized in the form of the
1989 Taʾif Agreement. The agreement
expanded on the 1943 Pact by dividing
parliamentary seats and ministerial control
equally between Christians and Muslims,
providing more power to Muslims who felt
under-represented in the 1943 Pact.41 While
the Taʾif Agreement initially planned to
abolish confessionalism and to transition into
secular politics in the long-run, it has
effectively made religion more influential in
politics. Today, political groups with a clear
sectarian connotation have come to dominate
political life (see table 1 below for a list of
main political parties).
Since
controlling
the
more
resourceful ministries comes with greater
influence and public funds, as well as control
over SOEs, the Taʾif Agreement has resulted
in a long-standing debate over which sect
controls which ministry. 42 The Ministry of
Energy of Water (MEW) is one of the
ministries that has been subject to intense
conflict and competition, especially
following the discovery of offshore gas in the
Mediterranean in 2010. In the past decade,
the ministry was mainly under FPM control
(see table 2 below for the full list of MEW
ministers). This, however, does not mean that
FPM dominates all areas of the public
Lebanese electricity sector, as Amal has
retained control over EDL. Indeed, while the
MEW and EDL are closely interconnected,
they are tied to different sectarian parties, and
each comes with its own set of powers and
resources. The MEW is the overarching body
in control of the Lebanese electricity sector,
and provides EDL with annual budgets,
makes decisions on investments, and
negotiates deals for fuel imports. EDL, on the
other hand, is mainly in charge distribution.
Thus, the MEW gives orders and resources to
EDL to act upon them, and
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TABLE 1.

Overview of the main political parties in Lebanon as of December 2018.43

Political Party

Important figure or
leader

Main sect of
voters

Free Patriotic Movement
(FPM)

Michel Aoun (President
of the Republic) and
Gebran Bassil (Leader)
Saad Hariri (Prime
Minister and Leader)
Nabih Berri (Speaker of
Parliament and Leader)
Samir Geagea (Leader)

Christian (mainly
Maronite)

Future Movement (FM)
The Hope Movement (Amal)
Lebanese Forces (LF)
Hezbollah

No. of
positions in
min. cabinet
(/30)
11

Muslim (Sunni)

20

6

Muslim (Shiʿia)

17

3

Christian (mainly
Maronite)_
Muslim (Shiʿia)

15

3

12

2

Druze

9

2

Christian
(Maronite)
Secular / All sects

7

1

4

1

Christian
(Armenian)

3

1

Assaad Hardan (MP and
Leader)
Samy Gemayel (MP and
Leader)
Paula Yacoubian (MP)

Secular (mainly
Greek Orthodox)
Christian
Maronite
Secular / All sects

3

1

3

0

1

0

Hanna Gharib (Leader)

Secular / All sects

0

0

Hassan Nasrallah
(Leader)
Walid Jumblatt (MP and
Leader)
Suleiman Frangieh (MP
and Leader)
Najib Mikati (Former PM
and Leader)
Hagop Pakradounian (MP
and Leader)

Progressive Socialist Party
(PSP)
Marada Movement
Azm Movement
Armenian Revolutionary
Federation (Tashnag)
Syrian Social Nationalist Party
(SSNP)
Lebanese Phalange Party
(Kataʾib)
Civil Society Movement
(CSM)
Lebanese Communist Party
(LCP)

TABLE 2.

No. of
seats in
Parliame
nt (/128)
29

List of Ministers of Energy and Water in Lebanon since 2005.44

Years

Minister’s name

Party

Cabinet of PM:

2005–2007

Mohammad Fneish

Hezbollah

Fouad Siniora I

2007–2009

Alain Tabourian

Tashnag

Fouad Siniora II

2009–2011

Gebran Bassil

FPL

Saad Hariri I

2011–2014

Gebran Bassil

FPL

Najib Mikati

2014–2016

Arthur Nazarian

Tashnag

Tammam Salam

2016–2019

Cesar Abi Khalil

FPL

Saad Hariri II

2019–

Nada Boustani

FPL

Saad Hariri III
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TABLE 3.

Sources of EDL’s electricity generation as of December 2018.45

Name
Zouk Thermal Power Plant
Jiyeh Thermal Power Plant
Hreisha Thermal Power Plant
Deir Ammar Thermal Power Plant
Zahrani Thermal Power Plant
Baalbek Thermal Power Plant
Tyre Thermal Power Plant
Litani hydropower plants
Karadeniz Fatmagül Sultan barge
Karadeniz Orhan Bey barge
Karadeniz Esra Sultan barge
Total

Date
built
Mid1980s
1981
1983
1998
1998
1996
1996
*
2013
2013
2018

Installed
Capacity
607 MW

Actual
production
365 MW

Operates
on
Fuel Oil

346 MW
75 MW
435 MW
435 MW
70 MW
70 MW
203 MW
203 MW
203 MW
235 MW
2,882 MW

187 MW
60 MW
435 MW
435 MW
70 MW
70 MW
190 MW
180 MW
180 MW
235 MW
2,407 MW

Fuel Oil
Fuel Oil
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
*
Fuel Oil
Fuel Oil
Fuel Oil

Note: Actual production capacities are as of December 2018 and are not expected to have changed, but may have been reduced
due to rationing policies in early 2019. *Data missing.

EDL is subject to monitoring from the
ministry to ensure it carries the projects in
accordance. To ensure a fairer split of power
and more neutral monitoring different
political factions are associated with each
entity. As such, since the end of the war,
Amal has been granted control over EDL
while the ministry oscillates between
different factions. In this way, the
relationship between the MEW and EDL
reflects the complex sectarian structure
generally in the political system in Lebanon.
Sectarian governance has played an
important role in shaping the post-conflict
electricity sector in Lebanon and enabling the
current electricity crisis. By tying MEW and
EDL management to sectarian and political
interests, the Taʾif Agreement has resulted in
widespread clientelism, corruption, and
company oversight. One example of such
mismanagement was the acquisition of three
Turkish power barges over the course of
2013–2018. In 2010, the MEW introduced a
new plan to address Lebanon’s electricity
scarcity under the leadership of Gebran
Bassil (FPM), who had previously been
Minister of Telecommunications (2008–
2009). As part of a $4.8 billion plan, Bassil
claimed that he would achieve a public
electricity production of 5,000 MW by 2015
by developing existing power plants and

constructing new ones.46 At that time, EDL
only produced 1,500 MW, and the plan
would more than triple the total production.47
While the new plants were developed, the
MEW signed a deal with the Turkish
company Karadeniz to acquire two
“powerships” or “barges” to carry steam
power plants as a “temporary solution” to the
power supply deficit. 48 In 2013, the ships
“Fatmagül Sultan” and “Orhan Bey” arrived
in the Zouk and Jiyeh ports respectively,
supplying Lebanon with 180 MW each. 49
Bassil stated that the two ships would stay in
Lebanon for three years—i.e. until 2016. 50
Nevertheless, in July 2018 a third ship, “Esra
Sultan,” arrived at the Zouk port, adding an
additional 235 MW, 51 and the 2013 barges
are still stationed in Lebanon as of March
2019 (see figure 1 below).52 Thus, nine years
after Bassil’s promise of 5,000 MW EDL’s
total production is approximately 2,400 MW,
less than half of the original target (see table
3 above). Permanent plants have not yet been
developed, and the Turkish powerships have
not been able to compensate for this loss. In
January 2019, the electricity shortage was so
severe that it caused EDL to extend power
cuts from three hours to four and a half in
Beirut.53
Considering
the
continuing
production shortage in the public electricity
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FIGURE 1.

Location of power plants and barges in Lebanon as of December 2018.54

sector the Karadeniz affair requires closer
analysis. Indeed, even as a “temporary
solution,” much points to the fact that the
Turkish barges are notoriously costinefficient. Together, the three barges
produced approximately 600 MW in 2018—
a quarter of all electricity in Lebanon that
year.55 Each of the barges costs $130 million
per year—including maintenance costs—but
fuel to power them raises this to $260 million
per year. 56 In addition to the high costs of
running these barges, they also run 40 MW
behind their maximum production capacity.
In part, this can be attributed to insufficient

fuel imports, as EDL relies on oil instead of
natural gas. 57 Until now, the Lebanese
government has paid $1.9 billion to
Karadeniz in exchange for approximately
600 MW. 58 The low cost-efficiency of the
Turkish powerships is notable, especially
compared to alternative sources of energy
such as solar power. With Lebanon’s 300
sunny days per year and high solar insolation
of 4.38 kWh/m2/day, an investment in solar
power is likely to have been significantly
more cost-effective. 59 In 2015, the global
average cost of building a 600 MW solar
plant amounted to approximately $1.4 billion
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maximum
(including
operation
and
60
maintenance costs). The cost of building a
utility-scale PV plant is the largest expense,
with maintenance and operation costs only
representing 1% of the total price over the
project’s average 25-year lifetime.61 In fact,
a 500 MW solar park is currently being built
in Turkey, which has similar solar insolation
to Lebanon for a total cost of $1.3 billion.62
This 500 MW solar park—capable of
delivering 1,000 MW in the long-run—is
estimated to continuously supply 600,000
households.63
The relative cost inefficiency of the
Karadeniz affair raises the question of why
the MEW decided to invest in barges in the
first place, as well as why they continued
pushing this project forward by acquiring a
third powership in 2018. In fact, the project
has been surrounded by controversy since the
very beginning. Disputes over which
company would supply the barges emerged
as early as in 2012 since many suppliers—
including the American company Waller
Marine—were excluded from the deal even
though they offered lower prices than
Karadeniz. 64 Najib Mikati—the Lebanese
PM at the time— did not agree with the
decision to grant the contract to Karadeniz
and had even proposed constructing a 500
MW plant instead. With a cost of $480
million, the plant would have taken a year to
be built and would operate for 25 years. 65
Moreover, investigations by journalists have
revealed that few know the actual details of
the Karadeniz negotiations.66 When the plans
were laid out, information about the affair
was disclosed only to select MEW
employees, and not the government as a
whole. The ambiguity of the Karadeniz
deal—coupled with the fact that the FPM has
been controlling the MEW all in all for 9
years without major improvements in the
electricity sector—led many officials from
different sects to raise corruption suspicions.
More recently, in February 2019,
independent MP Paula Yacoubian legally
accused Bassil of corruption in the Karadeniz
project, asserting that Bassil gained a
commission of 8% from the deal. 67 Bassil

responded to these claims by threatening to
block passing the budget if these allegations
were not immediately retracted.68
The case of the Turkish powerships
demonstrates how the Taʾif Agreement has
led to a conflation of personal, sectarian, and
public interests on the one hand, and
inefficient public management on the other.69
As Reinoud Leenders has pointed out, one of
the main obstacles that arise from sectarian
politics is the inability to meritocratically
recruit public administration officials. 70
Since these officials are appointed on
sectarian and political grounds, rather than
qualification or skill, this system often leads
to mismanagement and inefficient public
services. As we have seen with the Karadeniz
deal, politicians also tend to use their
positions in public administration for
sectarian or personal gain. The Karadeniz
deal, however, is not the only example of this
type of mismanagement, which is a recurring
phenomenon in the Lebanese electricity
sector. Thus, EDL has been similarly coopted by Nabih Berri of Amal, who has used
the company to maintain his sectarian
clientele by providing jobs or free electricity
in exchange for votes. 71 Indeed, EDL
employees often lack adequate skills for their
jobs and do not use computers to assist them
in their work, despite the fact that this
technology would considerably increase
efficiency through smart planning, archiving
and financial tools.72 It is not just EDL staff
and leadership that see preferential
treatments as Amal supporters, but the same
goes for electricity consumers who are often
exempt from paying if they support Amal or
are linked to an important politician. In this
way, EDL’s inefficiencies originate from the
rent-seeking behavior inherent to the
political system under the Taʾif Agreement.
Privatization as a Way Forward?
To tackle the problem of sectarian
governance and poor service quality, much
of the literature on post-conflict societies and
developing states has advocated for private
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management of public services. 73 Two main
reasons behind this rationale are pertinent to
this article. First, in terms of service
provision, economists argue that the
government should only intervene in the
economy to correct market failures;
otherwise, it creates inequalities and
inefficiencies. 74 Markets bring competition
through having multiple providers of a
service, supposedly improving efficiency
and lowering prices for consumers. 75
Evidence from successful privatizations in
Latin America and East Asia shows that
efficiency improvements were achieved with
better service quality.76 Second, post-conflict
governments are often considered “weak
states” with low coercive capacities, and high
risk of corruption, loss of authority, or
misallocation of public services. 77 Studies
have outlined how weak states often provide
unequal access to public positions or welfare
services, as access often is dependent on
sectarian belonging.78 In this context, private
management reduces incentives to capture
SOEs for sectarian gain, limits corruption
and clashes between groups, and increases
meritocratic recruitment.79 By trusting public
service management to private companies,
weak governments would also be able to
focus on other reconstruction aspects such as
police services.80
In Lebanon, some companies that
were privatized have been more successful at
delivering
services,
suggesting
that
privatization could be one solution to the
electricity crisis. One successful privately
established company in the electricity sector
is Electricité de Zahlé (EDZ).81 Since 2015,
EDZ supplies electricity to 65,000
subscribers located in Zahlé, the capital of
the Bekaa governorate, and fifteen
surrounding villages for twenty-four hours a
day.82 This region is one of the places where
EDL cuts would previously last between
twelve and eighteen hours a day.83 EDZ buys
the maximum amount of electricity EDL
supplies through national grids for
$0.04/kWh but takes over power generation
and distribution during power cut periods.84
During these cuts, it generates electricity

using its own 60 MW plant, co-constructed
with British company Aggreko, which it sells
for $0.02-$0.13/kWh (depending on whether
consumption is residential or industrial), thus
recovering one part of its cost. 85 From a
consumer perspective, EDL and EDZ both
charge their customers according to
consumption, and the prices are actually the
same. 86 For instance, both EDZ and EDL
residential consumers subscribing to a 200
kWh package would pay an average of
55,000 LL ($36). Unlike EDZ customers,
however, EDL customers experience power
outages. 87 Therefore, most EDL consumers
also have to pay for private generators for
electricity during cuts. Fees for these are
independent of consumption, and flat rates
apply according to whether the subscription
is for 5 amperes ($100) or 10 amperes ($200)
per month.88
The disparity in both prices and
services between EDL and EDZ stresses the
point that the solution to Lebanon’s
electricity crisis may be private companies
that are created and operate independently
from the political sphere. Indeed, the origins
of EDZ’s success can largely be attributed to
the political independence of the company’s
management. The founder and current
CEO—Assaad Nakad—started the company
without parliamentary involvement, as an
engineer aiming to restore power in his
hometown of Zahlé. 89 He directly sought
help from private consultants and technicians
and only relied on the government for
national grid connection.90 Since EDZ does
not need to satisfy sectarian interests,
employment is first and foremost based on
qualification and skill. As such, the company
has been able to successfully develop a range
of strategies that maximize efficiency. In
contrast to EDL, losses are minimized
through investment in technology to manage
the company and reach a 100% bill collection
rate.91 Moreover, EDZ consumers pay prior
to receiving electricity, and fraud and meter
manipulation is controlled through hightechnology systems such as Geographic
Information Systems, network remote
monitoring, and smart metering.92
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While privatization might thus solve
many of EDL’s problem, it is also likely that
many of the current issues in the company’s
management would remain. As Alberto
Alesina et al. have demonstrated,
privatization is often an opportunity for elites
to capture highly profitable contracts without
improving service quality—especially in
countries with high levels of ethnic
division—and might mean that public
management is merely transferred to a sect
leader, prominent party figure, or politicallyconnected businessmen.93 Previous cases of
privatization have proved this to be true in
Lebanon.
For
instance,
the
telecommunications sector was transferred to
private management in 2003 without a
significant improvement in service.94 In this
context, Khalil Feghali has argued that
privatization itself is not the solution—what
matters is how it is implemented. 95
Moreover, private management also comes
with its own set of risks. First, private
strategies for increasing efficiency mainly
aim at cutting costs and achieving optimal
production by laying off employees. Massive
layoffs in a traditionally large employer
sector can result in drastic welfare losses and
increased poverty.96 Second, as privatization
means that sectarian groups are unable to
provide jobs in exchange for party support,
they can develop negative strategies for
managing political competition, including
escalating conflict and military action.97
Regardless
of
whether
the
privatization of EDL would lead to
improvements or not, it remains an
improbable outcome in the current political
system. While privatizing EDL has been on
the political agenda since the post-war
reconstruction period—having first been
introduced by PM Rafik Hariri (FM) in
1992—any step to transform public
management has been blocked by the parties
and individuals who have benefitted from the
current system.98 In 2002, for instance, Hariri
submitted Electricity Law no. 462 for
discussion in the parliament. 99 The law
would provide a legal foundation to start
EDL’s privatization process, and was

supported by many parties. Nevertheless,
tensions immediately arose between Hariri’s
party—the Future Movement—and Berri’s
party—Amal—as the latter was afraid to lose
its grip over the company. Thus, Berri
quickly interfered to block the law and halter
the privatization process. 100 Here, Berri’s
actions represent another challenge posed by
sectarian politics to public service provision
in Lebanon. As part of the Taʾif Agreement,
each sect in parliament is endowed with veto
power and has the right to block any policy it
might oppose. 101 The president, prime
minister, and speaker of parliament have veto
power as well.102 With each group aiming at
validating policies that will benefit them, the
veto power has historically been used by
sects to promote their own agenda instead of
agreeing on national policies.103 In this way,
veto power produces major lags in the whole
system, as sectarian interests leading to a
paralysis in law-passing that stalls reform
projects. Indeed, when the debate on the
privatization of EDL resurged in the
Lebanese parliament in 2012 and 2017,
similar blocks prevented the coming of any
conclusion.104

Conclusion
In contrast to the literature that blames
Lebanon’s electricity crisis on the lack of
appropriate infrastructure, this article
suggests that the current problems in
Lebanon’s electricity sector are not merely a
result of technical issues, but more so of the
political challenges posed by post-conflict
sectarian agreements. By examining how
Lebanese politicians have dealt with the
electricity crisis, this article has shown how
sectarian post-conflict societies face many
obstacles when reconstructing, especially
concerning public service restoration. In
Lebanon, the Taʾif Agreement has meant that
public administration is not recruited in a
way that prioritizes the skills, qualifications,
and priorities required to effectively manage
public services. Instead, party or sect loyalty
is the crucial determinant in these careers,
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leading to corruption, clientelism, and poor
investment decisions. To illustrate this, the
article compared the case of renting
powerships as a “temporary solution” to
building a terrestrial solar power plant and
demonstrated that the MEW paid too much
for an unsustainable solution. This was not
just a case of accidental mismanagement,
however, but much points to it having been a
calculated affair that spoke to sectarian and
personal interests. To solve the problem of
sector mismanagement, some scholars,
politicians, and businessmen have argued for
the privatization of Electricité du Liban.
Here, Electricité de Zahlé has illustrated that
private management can bring impressive
results, as the company manages to supply
electricity for twenty-four hours a day,
without charging consumers more than EDL
subscribers. Nevertheless, privatization may
not produce higher service quality if it simply
reassigns the company to politically
connected elites, as has been the case in the
telecommunications sector. Finally, this
article has shown how the Taʾif Agreement
has hitherto made it impossible to reach a
consensus on policies for reform in the
electricity sector. Instead of acting to solve
the power deficit, politicians have used their
veto power to block any proposals that would
compromise their sectarian and private
interests.
In sectarian post-conflict societies,
the main barrier to high-quality services is
the trade-off between efficiency and peace.
On the one hand, efficient public services are
needed for a state to function as high-quality
services legitimize the state, which is
important to assert authority and peace,
especially in a post-conflict context. On the
other hand, by creating rent opportunities in
public services, it is easier to make all war
belligerents comply with the terms of peace.
In Lebanon, civil war truce negotiations
landed in the latter. By allocating public
institutions to sectarian parties political and
military actors would be able to tap rents,

incentivizing them to keep the peace
agreement. 105 This sacrifice, however, has
resulted in low-quality public services,
marked by daily power cuts. This article does
not seek to join the debate on whether
sectarian political systems actually promote
peace prospects or not. Instead, it argues that
the way in which reconstruction took place
has resulted in sectarian politics negatively
impacting critical aspects of the provision of
public services, including the supply of
electricity. Moving forward, Lebanon should
look for inspiration in post-conflict states
such as Bosnia or Northern Ireland, where
sectarian political systems have managed to
push through reforms leading to more stable
societies and improved public service
quality.106 For instance, while Northern Irish
public services were of low-quality in the
1970s, reforms in the 1990s made
recruitment of civil servants meritocratic,
leading to improvements in the healthcare
system.107 As such, this article supports steps
taken during the CEDRE conference
(Conférence
économique
pour
le
développement, par les réformes et avec les
entreprises) in April 2018 in Paris. The
conference, which was organized by
international organizations as well as donor
countries, made international development
funding to Lebanon contingent upon the
implementation of anti-corruption laws and
fiscal reforms for accountability and judicial
oversight.108 While building and refurbishing
electricity plants, establishing public
transportation systems, or installing
nationwide fiber optic are all important
development strategies for Lebanon,
outcomes of these remain uncertain as long
as the public administration is not recruited
in a meritocratic way, nor subject to
performance monitoring and anti-corruption
laws. Until these reforms are executed the
sectarian political system will remain the
main obstacle for Lebanon’s development
and reconstruction.
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Abstract
This article analyzes the first work of the Syrian philosopher and political thinker Jawdat Saʿid
(b. 1931), Madhhab ibn Adam al-Awwal: Mushkilat al-ʿUnf fi al-ʿAmal al-Islami (The path of
Adam’s first son: the problem of violence in Islamic action). This book, published in 1966,
outlines the author’s ideas regarding Islamic nonviolence and represents one of the most
important modern Arabic contributions to the debate surrounding the role of violence in Islam.
The first part of this article traces the methodological directives and theological beliefs that
form the core of Saʿid’s theory of nonviolence, what he will come to call “Habil’s path.” The
second part focuses on Saʿid’s division between the constructive and the distinctive phases of
Islamic society and analyzes how his idea of nonviolence shifts during his discussion of the
latter. The final part explores the revolutionary potential of Habil’s path and the ways in which
an espousal of tawḥīd and nonviolence might facilitate effective revolt against tyrannical rulers.
This article concludes with a critical analysis of Saʿid’s arguments in support of his theory. It
makes the argument that Saʿid’s work provides for an Islamic theory of nonviolence by rooting
nonviolent concepts in Islamic history. It also highlights Saʿid’s theorization of nonviolence as
a methodology and points to the way in which this theory sets him apart from other nonviolence
theorists who see nonviolence as an absolute moral imperative. This article utilizes the English
translation of Madhhab ibn Adam al-Awwal by Munzer A. Absi and H. Hilwani (1993) as a
primary source, while using the original Arabic text to verify the translation’s accuracy. The
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The Syrian philosopher Jawdat Saʿid (b.
1931) published his first book, Madhhab ibn
Adam al-Awwal: Mushkilat al-ʿUnf fi alʿAmal al-Islami (The path of Adam’s first
son: the problem of violence in Islamic
action; hereafter, “The Path of Adam’s First
Son”), in 1966.1 In this work, Saʿid
approached the theme of nonviolence that
would become central to his writing in the
following decades. By tracing ideas of peace
and violence through the history of Islam,
The Path of Adam’s First Son provides for a
theory of Islamic nonviolence, where
nonviolent concepts are seen as an integral
part of the religion. In doing so, Saʿid brings
a critical perspective to the debate
surrounding the inherently “violent nature”
of Islam that has increasingly come to
dominate public discourse about the Muslim
world. His advocation for nonviolent
methods for revolting against tyranny is
fundamental, especially in recent years in
which parts of the Muslim world have
witnessed nonviolent uprisings degenerating
into bloody civil wars. Alongside ʿAbd alGhaffar Khan (d. 1988), a Pashtun activist,
and ʿAfraʾ Jalabi (b. 1969), his Syrian
disciple, Saʿid is one of the most important
thinkers who have examined the idea of
nonviolence in Islam, making his
contribution to the conversation worthy of
attention in contemporary debates. In the
case of Syria, recognizing his influence and
the application of his theories allows for the
deconstruction of the state-sanctioned
narrative that popular revolt is necessarily
violent, based on a dualistic confrontation
between the state on the one hand, and
terrorists on the other; while rarely
recognized in the media coverage, ideas of
Islamic nonviolence played an important role
during the Syrian Civil War in 2011, where
citizens like Saʿid and his students firmly
advocated for a nonviolent revolt.
Despite the relevance of Saʿid’s
writing, there are few studies that examine
his work in detail. These studies have mainly
been conducted by Florence OllivryDumairieh2 and Jean-Marie Müller,3 who
have written an article and a book chapter

about Saʿid’s works respectively. Moreover,
Naser Dumairieh has edited a collection of
writings by Saʿid, Vie Islamiche alla non
violenza, which was published after the
completion of the research for this article.4
Ollivry-Dumairieh’s article is first and
foremost a cursory study of Saʿid’s life and
main ideas, whereas Müller looks at the
relationship between nonviolence and
ignorance. Dumairieh likewise situates
Saʿid’s main ideas in the context of his life,
with a special focus on the concept of jihad.
This article draws on the work of these three
scholars—and primarily on OllivryDumairieh and Müller, as mentioned—in
analyzing Saʿid’s concept of nonviolence. It
further explores some of the nuances around
his theory of nonviolence, as well as his
methodology, and adds to the existing
literature the idea that nonviolence in Saʿid’s
work is a method to reach a precise goal and
not
a
moral
imperative.
This
conceptualization of nonviolence is critical,
as it differentiates Saʿid’s thinking from that
of many other theorists of nonviolence.
The article is structured in three parts.
First, I discuss the ways in which Saʿid
presents a theory of nonviolence by drawing
upon passages from the Qurʾan and hadith. I
then analyze the way Saʿid wants to create a
new kind of society, built with nonviolent
means. In the end, I highlight how this
nonviolent method is revolutionary and how
it provides a framework for dismantling
tyrannies. I conclude by summarizing Saʿid’s
thoughts and analyzing potential flaws in his
argumentation.
Indeed,
the
overall
importance of Saʿid’s first work must not
keep one from highlighting some of the
critical issues in his theory of nonviolence,
which requires thorough study, given both its
potential as a theory and as a tool to
understand other situations within the
context of repression and revolt. This article
utilizes the 1993 English translation of
Madhhab ibn Adam al-Awwal by Munzer A.
Absi and H. Hilwani (1993) as a primary
source,5 while using the original Arabic text
to verify the translation’s accuracy. The ideas
of other Islamic thinkers have also been
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presented in order to clarify Saʿid’s ideas, as
well as to provide the reader with a general
context of the similarities and differences
between
Saʿid
and
other
Islamic
philosophers.
Habil’s Path: Methodological Directives
and Theological Beliefs
Saʿid opens The Path of Adam’s First Son by
quoting a passage from the Qurʾan (5:27–31)
which he uses as a point of departure for
constructing his theory of Islamic
nonviolence. The verses describe the killing
of Habil (Abel) at the hand of his brother
Qabil (Cain) and the stance taken by Habil,
saying that he would not raise his hand
against his brother even if he was planning to
kill him:
And recite to them the story of Adam’s two
sons, in truth, when they both offered a
sacrifice [to God], and it was accepted from
one of them but was not accepted from the
other. Said [the latter], “I will surely kill
you.” Said [the former], “Indeed, God only
accepts from those who are righteous [who
fear Him]. If you should raise your hand
against me to kill me—I shall not raise my
hand against you to kill you. Indeed, I fear
God, Lord of the worlds. Indeed, I want you
to obtain [thereby] my sin and your sin, so
you will be among the companions of the
fire. And that is the recompense of
wrongdoers.” And his soul permitted him to
murder his brother, so he killed him and
became among the losers. Then God sent a
crow searching [i.e., scratching] in the
ground to show him how to hide the private
parts of his brother’s body. He said, “O woe
to me! Have I failed to be like this crow and
hide the private parts of my brother’s body?”
And he became of the regretful.6

As the passage makes clear, Habil’s decision
to “not raise [his] hand” is taken out of fear
of God. The connection between Habil’s fear
of God and his rejection of violence is seen
by Saʿid as proof that Habil’s behavior is to
be followed by true believers of Islam. In
Arabic, the author uses the word “madhhab”
to refer to Habil’s practice of nonviolence.
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The word, which could be translated as
“path,” but also as “method,” “doctrine,” and
“school of thought,” situates this practice
within a context of fiqh, meaning Islamic
jurisprudence.7 It suggests that Habil’s path
forms part of a jurisprudential school, and
serves as a guide to the proper behavior of a
devout Muslim. Based on this idea, Saʿid sets
out on a mission to describe, or rather
“rediscover,” Habil’s teachings. As Saʿid
explains he is not building a new theory, but
rather uncovering an existing school of
Islamic nonviolence—Habil’s path—by
giving it a structure and an articulate
argument.
As one of the first episodes of the
early history of Semitic religions, Saʿid uses
the story of Habil and Qabil to demonstrate
how nonviolence is a fundamental concept in
Islam, present from its very beginning.
Nonviolence, according to Saʿid, is a
recurring principle in the lives of all the early
prophets. For instance, he cites a verse from
Surah Yunus (10:71), in which Nuh (Noah)
refrains from violence when faced with
resistance from those who rejected his
message. Instead of meeting the disbelievers
with fists and weapons, Nuh merely
reaffirmed his conviction of God:
And recite to them the news of [Nuh], when
he said to his people, “O my people, if my
residence and my reminding of the Signs of
God has become burdensome upon you—
then I have relied upon God. So resolve upon
your plan and [call upon] your associates.
Then let not your plan be obscure to you.
Then carry it out upon me and do not give
me respite.”8

Saʿid points to other Qurʾanic verses to show
prophets like Hud, ʿIsa (Jesus), Musa
(Moses), and Shuʿayb all demonstrated a
commitment to nonviolence, even in the face
of an opposition that was itself violent.9
Finally, Saʿid locates the same call to
nonviolence in the teachings of the Prophet
Muhammad, and provides his readers with
several hadith on this matter:
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It is reported that Saʿd ibn Abu Waqqas
addressed the Prophet[...] saying, “O
God’s Messenger, tell me if someone
comes into my house and stretches his
hand to kill me?” To this the Prophet’s
answer was “Be like Adam’s [first] son,”
and he recited the Qurʾanic verses [5:27–
31] cited above.10
“God’s Messenger, tell me what to do if I
am drawn to rank in spite of myself, or in
one of the groups and made to march, and
a man strikes with his sword or there
comes an arrow and kills me?' Thereupon
he said, “He will bear the punishment of
his sin and that of yours and he would be
one among the denizens of Hell.”11

Having shown how the call to
nonviolence was repeated throughout the
history of Islam, Saʿid begins to expand the
scope of Habil’s path by locating other
principles and beliefs that form part of this
school. Again, he turns to the life of Prophet
Muhammad, and examines hadith in which
the Prophet offers advice for proper behavior
in the face of adversity, oppression, and
injustice:
It has been narrated on the authority of
ʿUbada Ibn al-Walid, who learned the
tradition from his father. ʿUbada’s
grandfather said, “The Messenger of God
took an oath of allegiance from us on our
listening to and obeying the orders of our
commander in adversity and prosperity, in
pleasure and displeasure [and even] when
somebody is given preference over us, on
our avoiding to dispute the delegation of
powers to a person deemed to be fit recipient
hereof [in the eye of one who delegates it]
and on our telling the truth in whatever
position we be, without fearing in the matter
of God the reproach of the reproacher…”12
A most excellent jihad is when one speaks a
word of truth in the presence of a tyrannical
ruler.13

In addition to a commitment to nonviolence,
Saʿid argues that Habil’s path includes the
principles to always tell the truth, to fight
injustice with our words, and to be ready to
sacrifice ourselves for our beliefs.

Moving forward, Saʿid also describes
how Habil’s path entails a set of fundamental
theological beliefs. Since the path represents
Muslim’s model of behavior par excellence,
it necessitates what he considers to be the
core of the Islamic faith—a profession of
belief tawḥīd. As part of the shahāda, one of
the five pillars of Islam, all Muslims must
profess a belief in tawḥīd—the unity and
uniqueness of God—and, for reasons that
will become clear later, Saʿid highlights this
as a crucial element of Habil’s path:
A Muslim should have only guilt of
believing in God (the Exalted in Power, the
Owner of Praise) and saying, “My Lord is
God (Allah).”14

In this way, then, the core of Habil’s path is
comprised both of a set of methodological
directives—abstention
from
violence,
commitment to honesty, and opposition to
injustice—and a set of theological beliefs.
When combined, Saʿid means that these rules
will have a lasting impact not just on
individual followers, but on society as a
whole.
The Constructive Phase and the
Distinctive Phase
At this point, Saʿid has presented us with a
set of methodological directives and
theological beliefs. Nevertheless, Habil’s
path also includes a socio-political call for
reform. To explain, Saʿid describes how the
path consists of two phases: a constructive
phase and a distinctive phase. The
constructive phase occurs when followers of
Habil’s path begin to adopt the
aforementioned directives and beliefs. Once
this is done on an individual level, Muslims
should try to implement the same reform on
a collective level, working towards the
creation of a new society. The first step of the
collective reform is to change the social and
political environment: “We try to create a
new environment to exchange views without
weapons, guns or bombs, but by methods of
ideas, logic, and dialogue.”15 Saʿid explains
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how the nonviolent environment will allow
the Muslim community to freely discuss the
terms and conditions for a new era of
governance. Through nonviolent and
democratic debates, the people can come to a
collective agreement on the principles they
recognize to be best for them and decide the
laws of their new society.16 Once all
participants come to an agreement on these
principles and the method of their application
they enter into the second phase of Habil’s
path—the creation of a distinctive
(mutamayyiz) Islamic society—which Saʿid
means has fully “embraced and accepted
Islam.”17 Here, Saʿid uses the word
“mutamayyiz” in Arabic to convey the idea
that the society being created is different
from what came before since it will follow a
set of principles that have been chosen by the
people themselves, as opposed to a ruler.
Moreover, in emphasizing that the distinctive
society has “embraced and accepted Islam,”
Saʿid indicates that other Islamic societies
are corrupted by the use of violence and
despotism and that Muslims, as a society,
have to truly accept and embrace Islam once
again, to create the distinctive society.18
In his discussion of the distinctive
phase of Islamic society, Saʿid’s perspective
on nonviolence undergoes a substantial shift.
Once the members of the distinctive society
have agreed upon a set of principles, he
posits that force could legitimately be
involved in ensuring the application of those
principles:
Hence, it becomes evident that the choice of
peaceful means must be applied when the
society has not met the conditions of a
Muslim society. When, however, the
existing society is a Muslim one, which
accepts the codes and norms of Islam, the act
of force to sustain those rules becomes
necessary;19
Fighting as a concept is not absolutely
prohibited or ordained.20

For Saʿid, nonviolence only forms a part of
Habil’s path insofar that it is a tool to reach a
precise goal—the new, distinctive society.
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Prior to the creation of the distinctive society,
the use of all violence is unacceptable, since
the principles which may need sustaining
through force have not yet been recognized
and accepted by everyone. Once the goal of
a distinctive society has been reached,
however, Saʿid means that the imperative of
nonviolence no longer holds, should the
participants of the distinctive society deem
force to be an acceptable part of governance.
Indeed, he even posits that when all the
members of society have agreed upon the
laws and principles they would like to adhere
to, the use of force becomes necessary to
preserve and sustain those laws and
principles.21 This distinction is also
described by Naser Dumairieh in Vie
Islamiche alla non violenza, where he
defines it as the transition from “the
predication to the state.”22 Here, Dumairieh
further analyzes how the permission of the
use of force when the society is created is a
very similar idea to that expressed by Jean
Jaques Rousseau.23
As we move deeper into Saʿid’s
theory of nonviolence, we learn that the
legitimacy of force is contingent. When the
distinctive society is not yet formed, violence
is forbidden; then, when the society is
created, violence can be used under specific
circumstances. The difference lies in the
acceptance of the laws and principles that
guide the new society may warrant the use of
violence. While we tend to think of
nonviolence in terms of moral absolutism,
Saʿid’s theory suggests otherwise. To him,
nonviolence is not an absolute moral
imperative that remains constant over time.
Instead, nonviolence is first and foremost a
methodology—a tool to be used for a specific
goal—and can thus be compromised once it
has fulfilled its methodological purpose. The
same logic, however, is also applicable to the
practice of violence. Within the scope of
Saʿid’s theory, both violence and
nonviolence come to be understood as
dependent on the situation society is in. Both
concepts serve as tools and methodological
directives—either to create a distinctive
society, as in the case of nonviolence, or to
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preserve the distinctive society, as in the case
of the limited use of violence. In this way,
nonviolence stands in stark contrast to
tawḥīd, which Saʿid means is a principle that
can be compromised neither in the
constructive phase nor the distinctive phase
of Habil’s path.24 As one of the five pillars of
Islam, tawḥīd is a prerequisite for all
Muslims, even those that live in the
distinctive society.
The permissibility of violence during
the distinctive phase does not mean that
nonviolence is a “secular” concept to Saʿid.
Since the entirety of Habil’s path is given by
God
to
humanity,
nonviolence-asmethodology is equally “Islamic” as
nonviolence-as-imperative. To demonstrate
this, Saʿid returns to Islamic history. Looking
at the life of the Prophet Muhammed, he
finds similar divisions of a constructive and
distinctive phase in the prophetic mission:
It [(the trial of Messenger Muhammad) ]
took two clear forms: before the existence of
the distinctive society and after it. During the
first period, Prophet Muhammad himself did
not order his followers to practice any acts of
violence or war. Such a procedure was
practiced after the erection of the Islamic
state and the society’s complete acceptance
of the different codes of Islam.25

At the beginning of Islam, believers, in
Mecca, were ordered to pay ritual charity,
pray and pardon and forgive the polytheists,
and persevere patiently for no long at a
time.27
The Prophet did not allow his Companions
to engage with those who rejected their call,
even in self-defense.28

This commitment to nonviolence represents
the Prophet’s method during the constructive
phase of the Islamic mission when he was
still trying to create the Islamic society.
When the constructive phase was completed,
however, the phase of the distinctive Islamic
society commenced. At this point, the
Prophet condoned the use of violence for
certain purposes, as indicated by his
acceptance of the killing of Kaʿb ibn alAshraf, a Jewish leader and a poet in Medina,
after the battle of Badr. According to Saʿid
“the Prophet accepted [the] violent act,”29 in
order to preserve the newly created society.
This example, set by the Prophet, shows
again
how
the
methodological
conceptualization of nonviolence (and
violence) is well-rooted in the Islamic
tradition.
Habil’s Path and Revolt

As discussed above, Muhammed responded
with patience and dialogue when faced with
difficult circumstances. In the early days of
the prophetic mission, he told his believers to
stay clear of force, and to instead strive for an
environment free of violence:
I would like to mention what a Muslim
should do if he wants to erect the distinctive
Islamic community. His task is similar to
that of the Prophets, as mentioned in the
Qur'an. In fact, in all its passages, the Holy
Qur'an, which recalls the various disputes
and conflicts between each Prophet and his
people, shows us that the main reason behind
such disputes and the aggression upon the
Prophets were because of their faithful
preachings, and not because they employed
some form of aggression against their
people.26

In a context of tyrannical rule, Habil’s path
holds revolutionary potential. This potential
is drawn both from the values espoused by its
theological beliefs—in other words, what
kind of society it envisions—and the
effectiveness
of
its
methodological
directives. Here, Saʿid returns to the idea of
tawḥīd, which was previously highlighted as
a cornerstone of Habil’s path. He points out
that tawḥīd is not just a theological concept,
but also a political one. By establishing God
as the ultimate source of power, tawḥīd
necessitates a certain political order on the
human level:
[As a follower of Habil’s path] I bear witness
that there is no god but Allah… I follow no
rule, but that of Allah (the only God), I do
not respond to any government, constitution
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or legislation on Earth. I do not obey any
order but that of God. I do not abide by any
rule or norm whatsoever which belongs to
hereditary jahilite convictions. I believe in
God, I surrender myself to Him; rejecting
those blasphemous tyrants and false gods. In
such a case would such societies hear this
call and keep silence toward it? I doubt it.30

To Saʿid, declaring the unity of God is like
declaring the unity of humanity—as a
creation of God—and the equality between
people. In a true Muslim society, it is
impossible for a single person to stand as a
ruler since the only true ruler is God himself.
In this way, the belief in tawḥīd necessitates
a political espousal of egalitarianism. Saʿid is
not the first to make this connection between
revolution and tawḥīd. Another Islamic
thinker, ʿAli Shariati (d. 1977), came to the
same conclusion:
The meta-historic fight between [Habil] and
[Qabil] is also a fight between the oneness of
God and polytheism, between justice and
oneness of humanity on one side, and racial
and social discrimination on the other. It has
existed throughout human history and it will
exist until the last day. It is the fight between
[a] religion of deceit and stupidity and
justification of the status quo and [a] religion
of conscience, activism and revolution. The
end of time will come when [Qabil] dies and
“[Habil’s] system” will be established once
again. This inevitable revolution will mean
the end of [Qabil’s] history; equality will be
restored all over the world, unity and
brotherhood will be re-established thanks to
equity and justice. This is the unavoidable
direction of history.31

As both Shariati and Saʿid explain, the
oneness of God necessitates the oneness of
humanity. In turn, this relationship
necessitates that unity, equality, and
brotherhood be practiced on a political level.
If tawḥīd represents the political
vision inherent in Habil’s path, nonviolence
is the means by which this vision is most
effectively attained. Again, looking back to
the lives of the prophets, Saʿid argues that
“the last of this Islamic nation [i.e. the
egalitarian society] would not be reformed
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but by the very means which reformed it
initially.”32 In attempting to build an Islamic
society, the prophets, as discussed above,
responded to difficulties and persecution
through nonviolent means. To Saʿid,
however, this was not just for theological
reasons—such as respecting the path laid out
by God—but also for strategic ones.
Recounting the story of Musa, Saʿid points to
the fact that the Pharaoh felt his rule
threatened by Musa first and foremost due to
the fact that Musa did not call to violently
overthrow him:
In spite of the fact that [Musa] wanted to
change the status quo, Pharaoh did not
consider [Musa] a man that wanted to
enforce change by aggression or power.
Rather, Pharaoh regarded [Musa] as a man
who was well capable of changing the
existent condition simply because there was
no force in Pharaoh’s system that could face
the concepts which [Musa] was spreading
among the people.33

Instead of inciting the people to violence,
Musa managed to challenge the Pharaoh by
facilitating an open discussion of his abuse of
power. The creation of an environment
where everything—apart from theological
beliefs like tawḥīd—can be discussed and
debated freely using logic and argumentation
is not convenient for a tyrannical ruler. With
the ability to question power, the people are
likely to make demands for limits to be
placed upon it.
Nonviolent methods are also
effective as they are often difficult for the
ruler to counter. As Saʿid explains, rulers
tend to prefer protests where participants rely
on violence to make sure their demands are
heard:
If such rulers were given a chance to choose
between a revolt that is based on a strong
belief and promoted by peaceful means, and
a revolt which is promoted by force and the
use of arms, they are sure to choose the one
based on force, as this would give them the
excuse to demolish the rebels with the
utmost ease. 34
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While rulers would normally find it much
easier to retain power through the use of
force rather than debate, this is a risky tactic
when countering nonviolent protestors.
Without an adequate justification to use
violence, the ruler might further lose
legitimacy in the eyes of the people. Since a
nonviolent revolt questions power in
accordance with certain principles, it also
demands that answers be given according to
the same principles. This was true in the story
of Musa, where the Pharaoh felt
incapacitated by Musa’s nonviolent methods.
As Saʿid points out, “[i]If Pharaoh had been
capable of proving that [Musa] was a
criminal, he would not have tried to ask the
people to allow him to kill [Musa].”35 Thus,
if followers of Habil’s path are faced with
violence they should not resort to force, as
this would give the ruler an advantage. In a
violent confrontation, protestors are more
likely to lose both the moral and the physical
battle; when using violence, the followers of
Habil’s path would be categorized as a
dangerous threat, giving any ruler the excuse
to use force against them and most probably
leading to their defeat. In this way, Saʿid
explains that standing by one’s principles is
not only a matter of morality following
God’s path but also a necessary political
strategy for winning the revolt. To him, the
only way of creating the egalitarian society
that is demanded by Islam—the distinctive
society—is by following Habil’s path, and
staying true to the method of nonviolence
throughout the course of the revolt.
Conclusion
While there is room for deeper analysis and
description of what has been discussed, this
article has provided an in-depth look into The
Path of Adam’s First Son, building on the
work of Florence Ollivry-Dumairieh, JeanMarie Müller, and Naser Dumairieh. With
the description of Habil’s path, the
contextualization of nonviolence within the
division of the phases, and the discussion of
the revolutionary potential of tawḥīd and

nonviolence, one has a strong understanding
of Saʿid’s theory of Islamic nonviolence. His
work, while complete and structured, does
include some critical issues that should be
highlighted, especially with regards to
argumentation and analysis, as well as the
question of practicability. Concerning the
first part of this critique, when Saʿid presents
passages from the hadith and the Qurʾan to
develop his theory, he does not explain why
he includes those specific passages. These
passages support his position, but the
selection is arbitrary given the number of
other references from the hadith and the
Qurʾan that could contradict his theory, or, at
the very least, change the context in which
those passages are being employed. For
example, the first Qurʾanic passage that Saʿid
uses to narrate Habil’s story could be
interpreted in another way, such as was done
by the Pakistani philosopher Abu al-Aʿla alMawdudi (d. 1979). Instead of seeing Habil’s
decision to “not raise [his] hand” as a
commitment to nonviolence, al-Mawdudi
sees this as a commitment to not inciting
violence:
This does not mean, that his brother assured
him that when the latter stepped forward to
kill him he would keep his hands tied and
stretch out his own neck to be cut down
rather than defend himself. What this
statement amounts to is an assurance on the
part of the first brother that, even though the
other was intent on killing him, he himself
had no such intention. In other words, he
assured his brother that even though the
latter was busy planning his murder he
would not take the initiative in killing him
despite his knowledge of the latter’s intent.
Righteousness does not demand at all that
when a man is subjected to wrongful
aggression he should surrender to the
aggressor rather than defend himself.
Righteousness, however, demands that a
man should not take the initiative and try to
kill someone even though he knows him to
be bent on killing him. He should rather wait
for the act of aggression to be initiated by the
other person. And this is exactly what was
intended by the statement of the righteous
son of Adam.36
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This difference in interpretation demands
that Saʿid provide a more structured
explanation of the reasoning behind his
interpretation of this passage. The same can
be said in regard to other passages he chose
to include in his argument, especially those
where alternative readings suggest that
nonviolence may be more of a response to
circumstances than conscious adherence to
Habil’s path. When the Prophet Muhammad,
for example, invited Muslims to be patient
and not use violence against polytheists in
Mecca, the reason could be connected with
the equilibrium of forces specific to that
moment, more than with a conscious choice
of nonviolence. The polytheists in Mecca
were much stronger than the Muslims and so
the choice to not confront them with force
could have been made by a strategic
circumstantial justification.
As far as the second level of critique
goes, parts of Saʿid’s theory suffer from a
lack of clear definitions and adequate
explanations. For instance, when explaining
how the distinctive society will be created,
Saʿid does not define what is meant by
“society.” Is this society simply Islamic, or
should it be defined in terms of reach on a
national or global scale? It is also unclear
how the debates taking place in the
nonviolent environment will be concluded,
and how the principles on which everybody
will agree will be chosen. Will the agreement
be reached by a majority vote or by other
means? Another problem arises concerning
permission for the use of force. Even though
the author clarifies which situations warrant
the use of violence, he does not explicitly
explain what he means by “the act of force to
sustain those rules.”37 Is he referring to the
use of force against riotous members of
society who had previously accepted its laws
and are now resisting or revolting against
them? Or is he referring to external attacks
on this new society? If so, how can force be
used against external attacks, since those
waging the attack are not members of the
society and have not accepted its principles?
Yet another issue arises with regard to the
efficiency of nonviolence as a method for
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revolt. While Saʿid makes a strong case for
the moral superiority of a nonviolent method,
he seemingly idealizes the possibility of a
nonviolent revolt without considering the
extent of the repression that could take place.
These issues are fundamental in assessing the
soundness and practicability of the
application of Habil’s theory.
Despite
the
aforementioned
theoretical weaknesses, the relevance of
Saʿid’s work is clearly demonstrated in his
innovative position on, and interpretation of,
the principle of nonviolence. In constructing
Habil’s path as a new madhhab modeled on
the lives of the prophets, Saʿid shows how
nonviolence is a recurring theme throughout
the history of Islam. As such, he makes a
convincing argument that nonviolence is
truly an “Islamic” principle, thereby refuting
interpretations of Islam as a “violent
religion.” Moreover, Saʿid’s theorization of
nonviolence as a methodology sets him apart
from many other philosophers both inside
and outside the Islamic world. In the current
literature on nonviolence in Islam, Sa’id is
often referred to as the “Syrian Gandhi.”38
This
epithet,
however,
is
largely
misleading.39 Gandhi, like many other
philosophers
and
activists,
viewed
nonviolence as an absolute moral imperative,
and would not have agreed with Saʿid’s
arguments for the permissibility of using
force in the distinctive society.40 However,
the non-absolute status of nonviolence in
Saʿid’s theory does not mean that he was a
“proponent of violence” as such. Instead,
Saʿid suggests that force can only be
administered when society has reached a
certain stage of peaceful, democratic
development—the
distinctive
Islamic
society—and only in the case that the
principles of that society should be
threatened. In this way, he deems violence
impermissible in any non-democratic society
and proposes a strong regulation of the use of
force in societies where violence is
permissible.
With The Path of Adam’s First Son,
Saʿid hoped to create a distinctive Islamic
society and solve the problem of conflicts
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among Muslims. More than fifty years after
the book was published, this dream is yet to
come true. This does not mean that there is a
lack of support for his ideas. Saʿid himself
has been heavily involved in politics in Syria
both prior to and following the start of the
Syrian Civil War in 2011, and his work was
one of the primary sources of inspiration for
the movement of nonviolent protest in Syria
at that time.41 Through the teachings of his
disciple, ʿAbd al-Akram al-Saqqa,42 and in
some of the writings of al-Saqqa’s students,
his ideas of Islamic nonviolence have been
spread to new generations of political
activists.43 In 2003, al-Saqqa’s students
formed the group Daraya Youth to fight
political injustice using nonviolent means. Its

members played an active role during the
first Syrian uprisings in 2011, calling for the
implementation of nonviolent principles.44
Saʿid’s work could also be a contribution to
the on-going debate within the Syrian
opposition, alongside that of the Syrian
writer Yassin al-Hajj Saleh, about the
evolution of a nonviolent revolt into an
armed one.45 While this article has provided
an overview of Saʿid’s theoretical
contribution, more research is needed to
measure the impact of his ideas on
nonviolent groups such as Daraya Youth and
on Islamic nonviolent movements at large.
This goes beyond the scope of this article but
remains a fertile ground for future stud
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